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Should BC
Drop
Drop/add?
By KAREN ANN DEVINE
Are the problems of drop/add worth the
benefits? In order to address this question one
must first find the drop/add line.
It is either a simple task because the line is
sometimes outside of Gasson or a more
difficult task because the directions are
misleading.
Entering Gasson through the quad is now
useless because the stairs are closed off for the
purpose of renovations. Straight through the
exit door leads into sheets and sheets of course
listings. The solution is venture outside and
enter through the side door.
When arriving at the large brown drop/add
doors, the line is discovered twisting and
turning with the guidance of ropes.
The scene would be imaginatively
midwestern if the people were cattle.
It is a great disappointment to arrive at a
terminal and discover that the majority of
preferred courses are closed.
is this the best Boston College is able to do?
According to Senior Assistant Registrar,
Michelle Russell, "The current drop/add
system is the best Boston College can offer for
help
to
the technology BC presently maintains."
improvements
have been instituted
Students wait on one of this semester's many drop/add lines in Gasson Hall. While some
Drop/Add, page 3
reduce the usual wait, lines continued to range in length from hours to minutes.

BC's Jesuit tradition still present on campus
.

Jesuit community?

"Boston College possesses a
'

'

strong Catholic, Jesuit tradition. It is

a tradition of strong academic
programs along with a strong sense

of community,
stated University
Chaplain, John Dinneen, S.J.
Dinneen continued, "There will
always be some students who
couldn't care less. There are many
programs offered but not everyone
will take advantage of everything at
BC. We want to develop noticed it immediately after I arrived
well-rounded and well-educated here from the University of
students by the time they graduate Michigan."
from BC."
"It is possible to go through four
Academic Vice President and years of education at Boston College
Dean of Faculties, William
without being exposed to the
Neenan, S.J. stated, "My experience Catholic tradition. This was not
as a Jesuit at Boston College has
possible 30-40 years ago/'Explained
been very positive. I personally Robert Daly S.J., Chairman and
believe chat there is an awareness 01
Associate Professor of the Theology
campus about the Jesuit tradition.
Department.
"

A&S Dean search continues
By

JOANNE McCHESNEY

Colleges nationwide will
undoubtedly be speckled with
"prospective" freshmen during the
next several weeks.
Boston College, however, will
receive an unlikely set of
candidates: "prospective" deans.
The largest college of undergraduates at BC is in a transitional
phase ofleadership. Last summer the
College of Arts and Sciences lost its
warm and inspiring leader, Rev.
William B. Neenan, SJ, Former Dean
of the College of Arts and Sciences,
to the University's chief academic
position-the Office of Academic
Vice President and Dean of
Faculties.

Since that time a search
committee appointed by Rev. J

Donald Monan, SJ, University
has selected five
candidates to be considered to fill
e post vacated by Neenan.
Marie McHugh, Former Assistant
Dean of A&S, has been officiating as
Acting Dean in the interval.
The committee, chaired by
Donald J. White, Dean of the
Graduate School of Arts and
Sciences, met for the first time in
November to discuss procedures for
soliciting qualified applicants for the
deanship and to develop general
criteria which would identify
possible candidates.
Since th~.i initial gathering, the
committee members, including nine

President,
'

Daly continued, "This is positive
in the sense that it is possible for
students of otherreligions to receive
an education at BC. However, it is
negative for students of the Catholic
faith that are sliding through BC
without being challenged about
their own Catholic background."
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On the first few pages of the
Boston College freshmen register
and student guide there is a
statement about Boston College
being a Jesuit University.
In this year's register it states, "The
years you spend at Boston College
will be profoundly affected by the
Jesuit community. The Jesuit
tradition of education seeks to
induce students to recognize the
dignity of the individual without
losing sight of each persons
responsibility to the greater human
community." The introduction is
signed Tim Lum, President of UGBC,
and each year there is a statemen
very similar to this one.
However, the question remains:
Do students really think about
Boston College as a Jesuit University

or are we profoundly affected by the

.

By LINDA WILENSKI
Heights News Editor

faculty members and two undergraduate students from the College
of Arts and Sciences has received
over eighty applications from across
the country and has invited five
candidates to the campus as
semi-finalists, according to White.
"Of the semi-finalists, who will be
coming over the next three weeks,
all are from university settings; all
are recognized scholars; all appear
to resonate with the University's
traditions; all have had relevant
administrative experience; all
appear very interested in the
position," stated White.
In a letter to the committee
members, Father Monan guided
their task, indicating, "Clearly the

Semi-finalists, page 3

"Yes, I went to a Jesuit high school
in Tampa, Florida and I feel that the
school emphasizes not only religion
but all the academic programs at BC
are strong,
A&S '90.

"

said Ron Friedman,

UCBC president, Tim Lum agreed
stating, "The Jesuit tradition helps to
shape both the academic and social
There are.no exact statistics on atmosphere of Boston College. The
how many undergraduate students tradition was one of the motivating
at Boston College are Catholic. factors that made me decide to
Neenan stated, "I've heard an come to BC."
Paul Conill, SOM '90, is from
educated guess that 80 percent of
Caracas, Venezula and he
the undergraduates are Catholic."
"There are 46 Jesuit high schools explained, "The Jesuit tradition did
in the United States and Boston
not reaily have an impact on me but
College along with Georgetown are I know that it does to a lot of South
the only schools last year that American kids."
Conill explained, "There is a
received applications from all 46,"
strong Catholic influence in South
"stated Neenan.
Do students come to Boston America and it is known that the
College because it is a Jesuit Jesuit Universities such as Boston
Jesuit, page 4
University?
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Write Now.

Right now. We need good talent. Talent
like yours. And you probably need a couple
of published clips for your resume.
The Heights is the most realistic
journalism experience you gan get on the
Boston College campus. But we re not just
for budding journalists. We provide a forum
for all kinds of writing. Political opinion and
analysis. Creative prose and poetry.
Reviews of Boston arts. Coverage of the
Eagles as they take on opponents from
coast to coast. We re looking for talented
writers from all backgrounds.
We're looking for you.
Come to the Heights. We 71l see that your
efforts make it into print.
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Supreme Court curbs student media voice
By CHRIS KARAGHEUZOFF

Heights Assistant News Editor
The number of controversial
headlines appearing in student
newspapers may decrease with the
increasing powerrecently mandated
by a Supreme Court decision
handing considerate power
secondary school administrators.
Seerelated editorial about Supreme
Court ruling on page 6.
The case, involving censorship of
a Hazelwood, Missouri student
newspaper, marked the third time in
as many years that the Supreme
Court has ruled that students do not
have the same constitutional rights
as adults.
At the focus are The Spectrum,
school newspaper of Hazelwood
East High School in Missouri, and
Robert Reynolds, the principal of

that school. Reynolds removed two
pages from the May 13, 1983 issue
of that paper containing stories
about divorce and teen pregnancy.
About twelve days ago, the US
Supreme Court, in a 5-3 decision,
gave administrators considerable
power regarding the content of a
paperwhich chooses to print stories

deemed controversial.
Justice Byron White, in the
decision, wrote: "We hold that
educators do not offend the First
Amendment by exercising editorial
control over the style and content of
student speech in school-sponsored
expressive activities so long as their
actions are reasonably related to
legitimate pedagogical concerns."
Reynolds claimed that the articles
did not properly disguise the
identities of those interviewed for
both articles. Reynolds also said
references in the pregnancy article
to birth control and sexual activity

were inappropriate for younger
Spectrum readers.
Reynolds claimed that because of
a printer's deadline, the young
journalists could not be consulted
about his decision.
The decision of the landmark
1969 case of Tinker vs. Des Moines
Independent Community School
District stated that students do not
"shed their constitutional rights to
freedom of speech or expression at
the school house gate."
According to White, this case
differed because it involved a
"school-sponsored" publication
headed by a journalism instructor.
The 1969 ruling allowed public
high schools to limit students' free
speech rights when that expression
is materially disruptive or infringes
on the rights of others.
justices William Brennan,
Thurgood Marshall, and Harold

Blackman disagreed with The
Spectrum decision.

Brennan, speaking for the
dissenting judges, stated that
"Reynolds violated the First
Amendment prohibitions against
censorship of any student expression
that neither disrupts classwork nor
invades the rights of others..The First
Amendment permits no such
blanket censorship authority.
The mere fact of school

responsibility ofsettling upon a fully
qualified appointee to this position
of leadership is of serious moment
to the future of the College of Arts
and Sciences, and of the entire
University."
With this serious consideration at
the forefront, Boston College's
Affirmative Action Officer, Richard
Jefferson, then addressed the
committee's course, calling for an
"open search" which would seek
out qualified minorities.
Bringing the five strongest
candidates to campus for two days
each allows for a more personal
evaluation of their suitability to
Boston College than the rather
objective ciricullum vitae provides.
"You develop a sense of
chemistry," Father Neenan recalls
from his visit as a semi-finalist seven
years ago. Neenan says this personal
contact allows the committee and
administrators an insight into the
candidate's "good judgment" and
appreciation of the "nature and
traditions of the University."
In addition to Neenan, Acting
Dean McHugh will be among the
numerous administrators to meet
with the semi-finalists during their
respective visits to the university,
which Neenan recalls as a
"marvelous short-course tour" of the
school.
Among the qualities McHugh
holds as crucial to an academic

schools, as their administrators are
not state officials. Furthermore, the

decision is not expected to have any
real effect on college newspapers.
At college age, most students are
not minors, and so the courts have
almost always extended full First
Supreme, page 24

Drop/Add period
worsened by English
class confusion

Continued from page 1
As far as improvements are
concerned, two have been
implemented for the current
semester. These improvements are
the card readers and the
microphone.
The card readers are a time saver
because the inputter no longer has
to type in a social security number.
dean's success at BC are effective reputation, McHugh feels that the The purpose of the microphone is
spokesmanship and leadership.
students' performances are as vital to call students attention when
Neenan indicates that the most as to this recognition as well as drop/add is busy. This is also a time
effective leader is the one who having our best students win the saver because the inputters no
recognizes that he or she is just one most prestigious scholarships, citing longer have to scream instructions.
of "many actors" who work together in particular the Rhodes, Marshall,
This semester there was a mix up
produce
a
successful
show.
Fulbright
Scholarships.
to
and
between drop/add and the English
As an instrument, he operates by
With the "Goals for the '90s" Department.
"occasionally leading, but more recently
another
defined,
"The mistake was the result of an
often "by facilitating, cajoling, and outstanding challenge at this imput error," said Russel.
inspiring...that wonderful spirit of juncture is "combining the concept
What happened was that three
initiative possessed by the students of a scholarly institution and a English courses which should have
and faculty of Boston College."
Jesuit-Catholic identity," McHugh been inputted for these fall semester
The successful dean nurtures that says.
of 1988 were inputted for the spring
youthful spirit by being a "yea-saver
The BC community has indeed semester of 1988. This resulted in a
more than a nay-saver."
numerous factors to weigh as these bit of confusion for both the
Also key to the dean's task is semi-finalists visit over the next Registrar's Office and the English
"striking this balance between several weeks.
Department.
teaching and research," realizing
The problem was first identified by
Considering what BC has to offer,
that they ideally complement each we will not be the only ones to Michelle Russell who notified
other, according to McHugh.
benefit from this appointment, Assistant Registrar, Richard Leonard.
will
confront
the
Several issues
which will take effect on or around Leonard then got in touch with
next dean, whom Father Monan June 1, 1988,
Patrice Scott from the English
McHugh offers/'lt's a great Department and the problem was
will select from the three finalists
recommended by the search job-superior college, excellent quickly resolved.
committee to him by mid-March.
Scott was contacted because there
students, and fine faculty in a
Within the challenge of "making collegial atmosphere. It's a good was no classroom existing for
a good place better" is the
job...challenging but very, very Professor Doherty's American Short
implementation
of
a rewarding."
Story class. The reason for this was
upper-divisional writing program
Each visiting candidate will be because the class is not scheduled
which is being developed now.
here for two days. For each visitor to begin until the Fall of 1988.
The initiation of studies into there will be a colloquium open to
Patrice then went on to discover
further "program" development to undergraduate students who might that two other English courses were
straddle inter-departmental interests be interested to meet and talk with also listed for the present semester
as Perspectives and the Honors the candidate.
but were not to be given until next
Programs do,and the recognition of
Anyone interested in attending fall.
According to Russell, "The
its achievement has long been thesecolloquia, the first of which is
deserved, according to McHugh.
Wednesday, should contact either problem was caught on Tuesday
While more faculty research is Tom Hucker at 558-9303 or Joanne morning and resolved Tuesday
afternoon."
needed to spread the College's VtcChesney at 558-8679.

Semi-finalists invited to campus
Continued from page 1

sponsorship does not, as the
[majority] suggests, license such
thought control in the high school."
The ruling does not affect private

"

Voices on the Dustbowl

Patrice Scott commented by
saying, "If the problem had not been
caught early on, then greater
problems may have resulted."
Paul Doherty, head of the English
Department,
commented
on the situation by saying, "I don't
know what happened."
The future for drop/add does not
hold anything definite at the
moment; however Michelle Russell
did comment on two possibilities.
The first possibility is called a
voice response system. This system
allows the user to key in courses by
telephone. A computer on the other
end of the phone would then tell the
needed information about a course.
"Two large universities that currently have this system are Brigham
Young and Georgia State," stated

Russell.
She explained, "The problem

with this system is that it requires a
great deal of programming."
The next possibility is allowing
every student in the school to have
a computer, and therefore enabling
them to do their own Hrop/aHHing
How do Boston College students
feel about drop/add?
Matthew Hogan said, "I am really
dreading drop/add."
Carolyn Maguire said,"They need
more computers." Chris Gussi said
"The lines are too long."
Paul Turco said, There is not
much guidance. It is a waste of time
and getting into courses is often a
problem."
"It is a social hour," said Brian
Dooling and Sue McGrath said, "It's
improved."
Jim Marano stated, "The
University should offer more
courses, you can never get what you
want." Anthony Loscalzo stated, "A
second semester senior should be
granted more leeway during the
drop/add period."
"

By Dan DaSilva and PJ McNealy

What New Year's resolutions have you already broken?

Chris Hanloni
SOM '88i

Make new friends.

Alex Van Dijk

SOM '88

Lisa Fucile
A&S '88

Shirley Grohs
Post-Grad Social Work

Beverly Surowiee
A&S '88

Glenn Woodward

A&S '89
To never be in "Voices on I didn't make any New That I was going to be
gainfully employed.
To not skip any classes the
the Dustbowl."
Year's resolutions!
Beth Elliot first week of school.
GSSW
To be unemployed
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BC doggedly tries to enforce pet ban
in
66
the dormitory
at
Commonwealth Ave.
"When I brought him in, I ran into
my RA and he said, 'You're not
taking that into your room, are you?'
and I said, 'No, I just didn't want to
leave him in the car.' But my friend
was carrying the litterbox, so I guess

By Brian Flatley

Heights Senior Staff Writer

go. But if they did leave animals in

there, we'd find them before they
starved, since we get in there pretty

not. "If we find out students have
pets in the dorms, they're given a
certain amount of time to remove it,"

quick."
Birkholz also said that large
numbers of pets are abandoned by
students each summer. "They can
really suffer when they're
abandoned. They either get killed or
I wasn't too convincing."
Nevertheless, Knowles managed they cause even more suffering by
to conceal her cat from housing reproducing."
According to the MSPCA, "Pet
authorities for the rest of the
abandonment is a crime in
semester.
Some students, such as Patricia Massachusetts, punishable by up to
Reynolds, A&S '90, seemed to lack a $500 fine and/or one year in jail."
According to Birkholz, "Some
Knowles' enthusiasm for on-campus
pets. Reynolds recalled living next students can be as responsible as
any other pet owners. Others get (a
door to a pet owner last year.
"To tell you the truth, it was a pain pet) because it's cute they should
in the ass. The damn thing kept consider postponing that decision
coming in my room and chewing on until their lives are more stable."
But if students must keep pets in
my blankets. It even threw up on my
their rooms, Birkholz advised
rug once," she said.
Melissa Bassett, media relations students to "make sure the animal
director at the Angell Memorial has good veterinary care. Make sure
Hospital, has more concrete there's plenty of fresh water and
problems with the practice of food.
"If you leave for a weekend, get
keeping pets in dorms. "What
happens is that students will go a friend to look after it. But if a
home on vacation and just leave the student wants an animal, make sure
animal in the dorm or let it go," she
said.
Elaine Birkholz, special projects
manager of the Humane Services
Division of the Massachusetts
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty

College Housing.
"If they don't, they can get a fine
or a disciplinary hearing. Every year
you have a few doggies running
around, usually in the Mods,
because they're easier to keep there.
"Our biggest problem is finding
them," said Murphy.
Jeanne Knowles, A&S '88,
confirmed this. "I had a cat in my
room for almost the whole
semester," said Knowles, who lived

"If students can't take pets with
them when they go home, they just
leave them in the dorm without
enough food or water. Often, it's the
cleaning people who come in and
find them dead. It's a terrible
tragedy," she said.
On this, Carol Crane of Boston
Housekeeping
College's
Department said, "We don't really
find any dead animals."
"Sometimes the kids just let them

"Crash" (not her real

name) lives
in Hillsides. Her roommates say she
is quiet, clean, fun-loving and great
at parties. The University, however,
is evicting dozens of residents just

like her.
"Crash" is a bitch.
A dog, that is. "Crash" answered
her door wearing a yellow bandana
and wagging her tail energetically.
"Everyone in the dorm loves this
dog," explained one of her
roommates, tightly gripping her
friend's collar.
The residents of the apartment
asked not to be identified, fearing
sanctions from the housing
manager.
"Somebody's with it all the time,"
said one resident. "Crash" seemed
healthy enough, as she strained at
her collar to get into the corridor.
"Crash" is a five-month-old
mongrel puppy, according to the
women who live with her. "She
never barks, and she's completely
housebroken. Even the maintenance
people love her."

-

Jesuit differences discussed

The housing office, however, does

to Animals, agrees.

said Maureen Murphy of Boston

Continued from page 1
College and Georgetown are good
schools and it is the reason why
1 these schools are considered."
However the tradition does not
influence all the students that attend
BC and was not a main factor when
students decided to go to school
here at Boston College.
Susan Gagliano, A&S '90 stated,
"It did not make a difference to me
that Boston College was a Jesuit
University. I wanted to go here

\M&^tf(et\o

r

Spaz, former pet of a BC student, was, like many others, evicted from the
premises of its owner, due to a BC pet restriction policy.
you can make the commitment after vacation. I think most students
take good care of dogs."
necessary."
Birkholz also stressed the need for
When ready for a pet, however,
spaying or neutering pets.
Birkholz encourages students to visit
"Right now, 40,000 animals are the Angell Memorial Hospital.
"People don't realize how many
put to sleep a day in this country. I
interest
people
of
understand the
pet shops operate, buying stock
who want to breed animals, but from puppy mills. They often come
we're at such a crisis that I think all from breeders that don't care for
cats and dogs should be 'fixed.'"
them well and they often arrive sick
at pet shops."
The owners of "Crash" claim to
Birkholz added that the MSPCA
have the situation under control.
has many compatible dogs and cats
"She's probably better taken care of ready for adoption, including many
than any other dog on campus," one purebreds. For information, call
said. "We plan to get her 'fixed' right
541-5008.

because of the academics and the
strong sense of school pride."
Boston College has changed quite
a bit over the years. "Fifty years ago
the only kids going to BC were those
from the local community. They
were all Catholic and they were
coming primarily because they
knew that they would get a good
education," stated Daly.
Daly continued, "This is no
longer the case because now BC is
a national university and there is no
question that it has changed over the
years. I'm not sure if we are as
effective in making the riches of the
Jesuit tradition known and
interesting to all students today."
Dinneen explained, "I feel that
the level of awareness about BC
being a Jesuit University has gone up
over the years. Now, not only do
people from local areascome to BC
but it is a nationally recognized
university. Boston College's
reputation has spread throughout
the United States."
Father Neenan explained that
being a Jesuit University seperates
BC from the other well known
colleges across the country.
He explained, "If one spends a
day on the campus of Boston
University and Tufts one can sense
the difference from Boston College.

There are many reasaons for this but
I feel that the main reason is the
Jesuit approach to learning."
Father Dinneen also commented
on the fact that the atmosphere at
Boston College is different from
other universities.
Dinneen stated, "There is a
difference in atmosphere between
other schools and BC. Whether it is
conscious or not it goes back to the
striking sense of community that has
always been present at Boston
College."
Whether or not students at Boston
College are always aware of the
Jesuit tradition cannot be amswered.
"We try to get the message across
to students through many ways.
Examples are RA training and
orientation. At these times through
different sessions we emphasize the
Jesuit tradition," stated Dinneen.
Dinneen continued, "The Jesuit
tradition is something that we could
work a lot more diligently on. We
need to speak about it more and not
take it for granted."
"The size and shape of Boston
College has changed but the tone
and hope is a supportive
atmosphere in which students can
become adults through the Catholic
tradition," stated Daly.

CPR INSTRUCTOR COURSE
lrinceton Information offers an unbeatable combination: the security and
unlimited career potential you're entitled to as a professional, along with a continuous and exciting variety of assignments and challenges. As one of America's
fastest growing consulting firms, we supply the finest programming and data
processing consultants to many industry leaders involved in research and
development, as well as state-of-the-art high tech systems.
If you would like to be a Princeton Information consultant, we will provide you
with the training you'll need, and offer you diversified career paths, enhanced
earning potential, and an exceptional benefits program.
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will be on your campus on
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Student transfer number lower this year
By JENNIFER BUBRISKI
Heights Assistant to the Editor
Freshmen year has begun all over
again for approximately 100 new
students at BC.
Around forty transfer students and
about sixty students acceptedfor the
spring semester started their
careers at BC just as the rest of the
BC population was still recovering
from winter break.
On the flip side of this situation,
about 40 students have left the
University, transferring to other
schools or just dropping out.
The 40 transfer students presently
enrolled were chosen from an
applicant pool of 360. The
selectivity this year was due to low

attrition rates which left few spots
open for transfer students, said
Director of Transfer Admissions,
Matthew Fissinger.
"The high retention rate of our
students is reflective of a healthy
environment here at BC," said
Fissinger. He added that attrition and
retention rates at BC compare
favorably to similar schools
throughout the country.
The average GPA for transfer
students is usually 3.0 to 3.5 but
Fissinger feels that this year's average
could be even higher due to the
competition for spaces.
Eighty-five to ninety of transfers
come
from
four-year
institutions, although some do
transfer from junior colleges.

Dukakis to address
audience at Robsham
By CHRIS KARAGHEUZOFF
Heights Assistant News Editor

Massachusetts governor and
presidential candidate Michael
Dukakis will be speaking at BC this
Wednesday to discuss progress in
state educational policy.
Dukakis is expected to discuss the
results of the efforts expended over
the past several months by a special
governor's task force. The
committee, led by state officials and
several presidents of Massachusetts
colleges and universities, was
designed to aid in the construction
of a stronger framework for financial
aid policy in the state.
On the committee was BC's
president Rev. J. Donald Monan, SJ,
who described the effort as "part of
the initiative on the part of the state
to assist those who wish to attend
public as well as private institutions."
The state's findings, to be

announced, will include the
creation of a savings plan for parents
of young children.
When asked if the governor's visit
would involve his presidential
campaign, Monan discussed the
tremendous national priority
education represents, and the
possibility of the incorporation of
the proposed state's policy into a
national platform.
Monan states that Dukakis is
"sincerely interested in higher
education." He compared
Massachusetts former position as
one of the states issuing the least
amount of financial aid to college
students eight years ago to its
present $100 million commitment.
The duration of Dukakis' speech
should allow time for a question and
answer session as the governor is
expected to be in Robsham Theater
for an hour. The speech will begin
at 11:00 am.

Most January transfers are going
into their second semester of their
sophomore year. Few students
transfer after their junior year
because BC requires two years of
attendance to graduate.

Mid-year freshmen transfers are
not accepted because they have not
academically proven themselves.
Among reasons people transfer to
BC, Fissinger said, was a desire for
a smaller or larger school, a needfor
more of an academic challenge,
wanting to go beyond a two-year
school, and coming for a specific
program of study.
Fissinger said that most of the
students who come for the
academic challenge are doing much
better in college than they did in
high school.
"They didn't have strong enough
high school records to get in as

"A lot of students are leaving for
state and community colleges
where tuition is lower," said Loeber.
Others leave to be more or less
academically challenged, to be
closer to or farther from home, to be
at a school with a better department
for their major, and to get housing.
"Some students just aren't ready
to be away from home," said Loeber,
"They want to be where everything

is familiar."
Other reasons for transferring are
problems and problems
with the school's conservative
administration and Catholicism.
Loeber, whose office deals
primarily with outgoing students,
said that most don't transfer past
their junioryear because credits are
often not accepted as the student
becomes an upperclassman.
roommate

Students fight for urban justice
By TIM ALECK
Heights Staff Writer

Dorchester, Mass., geographically
the largest section of Boston, is an
area many people only read about
in the newspapers: "Dorchester Fire
Kills 4 yr. old, or Dorchester Woman
Murdered on Way Home."
One weekbefore classes resumed
for the spring session, a groupfrom
Boston College experienced
Dorchester first hand.
Sixteen BC students from
freshmen to grad students (eight
female, eight male), and two
university chaplains including the
spouse of one of them, spent one
week living and working in and
around Dorchester.
The group lived in tight quarters

on the second floor of a
triple-decker. The building is the
offices and home for members of
"Christians For Urban Justice."
C.U.J, was founded in 1976 as a
non-profit organization to provide
self-help economic development for
the poor.
C.U.J, is the Boston affiliate of
"Habitat For Humanity," an
international Christian housing
ministry seeking to "provide a
decent home in a decent
community for all God's people."
C.U.J, exemplifies their goal this
way: "Mercy provides fish to
starving people. Wisdom teaches
them to fish. Justice insures that they
own a place by the stream so they
can't be prevented from fishing."
Portions of the building were

newly renovated. Some rooms, in

fact, were still being worked on as
the group occupied them.
The 19-member group broke up
into four groups which worked
together for the entire week.
The week began with a tour of
Dorchester by a BC professor of
Philosophy, Prof. Harry Gottschalk.
Gottschalk showed examples of
the life cycle of a building in decline.
According to Gottschalk, the cycle
begins with a lack of up-keep,
followed by foreclosure and
abandonment, to vandalism and
arson, which ultimately leads to its
demolition.
On Sunday, the entire group
attended a Haitian Baptist church

service. During the service the BC
Urban, page 11
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freshmen but are doing very well in
college," said Fissinger.
Fissinger feels that transfer
students are valuable to the school
because of their diversity. "The
variety in age and in experience in
and out of school prior to their
coming to BC helps us to be a less
homogeneous community.
Franz Loeber, a sophomore and
co-director along with senior Karen
McKenna of the BC Transfer Center,
agrees with Fissinger on the reasons
students transfer into BC.
He adds that many come for the
"friendly, outgoing sense of
community, the feeling that
everyone wants to be here."
As for the people who don't want
to be here, those who transfer out,
the major reason for leaving,
according to surveys conducted by
the Transfer Center, is financial.
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a voter's education?
Candidate's
visit:
1988 presidential race has been a tabloid
the

Although
tumultuous
editor's dream, consumed with stories of adultery and plagiarism,
immorality and sin, society's obsession with the personal lives of the 13
contenders has blurred what should be the real subject at hand: where
do the candidates stand on the issues?
The upcoming campus arrival of Governor Michael Dukakis, a
Democratic frontrunner, gives Boston College students the unique
opportunity of witnessing a candidate addressing a topic significant to us
all: financial aid and its effect on higher education. Furthermore, the
question and answer session to follow Dukakis' speech will doubtless serve
to educate those unfamiliar with the Massachusetts governor's stance on
a wide range of issues.
To date, two other candidates, Gary Hart and Pierre DuPont, have come
to Boston College. The Hart lecture last semester took place at the height
of his personal scandal, which could explain the large crowd at Roberts
Center. But are BC students willing to take the time to see Dukakis, a
candidate who is not presently in the midst of any great controversy?
For many BC students, 1988 marks the first time that they are eligible
to vote in a presidential campaign. Many will not even vote. Some will.
Unfortunately, few will vote with a true understanding of the candidates'
opinions on topics as diverse as national defense spending, unemployment,
aid to the Contras, and the homeless. This is a real tragedy.
Dukakis' Wednesday speech at 11 a.m. in Robsham Theater marks a
moment of truth for students at the begi nni ng of a very i mportant election
year. With the third presidential candidate virtually in BC's backyard, there
is no excuse for student ignorance. If students do not take the time to
educate themselves about one of our country's potential leaders now,
thousands of November ballots will be cast by frighteningly uninformed
voters.

Student censorship's chilling effect
Last week the Supreme Court ruled in a 5-3 vote to allow public school
officials to censor student publications. The Court stated, "A school need

speech that is inconsistent with its basic educational
mission even though the government could not censor similar speech
outside the school."
This may not seem pertinent to us at Boston College because the case
involved the censorship of high school newspapers and high school is
something most college students would rather forget. The significance of
this decision, however, is important to all United States citizens, for it attacks
our freedom, a right usually thought of as sacred because it is stated in
the Constitution.
In our country, the education of our youth is vital. If we hope to retain
a democracy, we must allow student journalists the opportunity to learn
through experimentation. Much of a student's learning comes as a result
of trial and error; student censorship inhibits this crucial step in the learning
process. If student journalists are constantly under scrutiny by school
officials, the free flow of ideas will be stifled. The potential chilling effect
of the decision on student writers is alarming, for it may lead to
self-censorship, whereby students would avoid addressing even mildly
controversial issues for fear of negative repercussions.
The student journalists of today will be the voices of tomorrow. If the
Supreme Court further limits freedoms of student press, generations to
come will intuitively suppress their creativity, thus depriving the reader
the opportunity to see all sides of an issue. Here at the Heights, we take
for granted the fact that we are able to report on a wide range of issues,
regardless of potential controversy. In the future, public schools, both on
the high school and college level, may not be so fortunate.
not tolerate student

,

Anti-Catholic play
To the Editor:

On October 29 and 30, the Bonn
Studio Theatre at Boston College
presented the play "Sister Mary
Ignatius Explains It All For You". I am
writing, not only as the president of
the state chapter of a civil rights
organization, but also as a BC
alumnus and parent, to express my
deep sense of disquiet, this play is
an unashamed celebration of
prejudice and contempt for Catholic
religious beliefs, and for the
American Catholic minority,
utilizing the same traditional
propagated
by
stereotypes
organized anti-Catholic groups such
as the Ku Klux Klan. This particular
play has played a crutial role in
reviving ythese stereotypes of
Catholic "superstition" and
"ignorance", and legitimizing the
new anti-Catholicism as a socially
acceptable substitute for our
society's other traditional hatreds,
anti-Semitism and racism. It is an
assault upon all American Catholics
struggling to retain their identity and
values in a materialist society, but is
particularly offensive to the
lower-income and culturally distinct
Catholic ethnic groups it particularly
singles out for rididule.
It is no suprise, then, that it has
beencondemned
by
those
concerned with civil rights
throughtout the nation. May I
remind you that when it appeared
in Boston Mayor Raymond Flynn
wrote: "I have read a copy of the play
and find that it is blatently and
painfully anti-Catholic. Catholic
beliefs, practices and institutions are
ridiculed and portrayed in cruel and
bigoted stereotype. It is difficult to
imagine this type od religious
bigotry being presented on the
public stage."
The play was seen by the Mayor
as a direct blow to his efforts to
create an atmosphere of ethnic and
religious brotherhood in Boston,
and he was supported by
representatives of non-Catholic
groups which shared the same

?

as
concerns,
such
the
Anti-Defamation League of B'nai
B'rith, who called the play
"Offensive, demeaning, and
misrepresentative of the catholic
faith and of those who believe and
practice it."
This play has met with similar
reactions throughtout the United
States; for example, from Mayor
Maurice Ferre of Miami, where it
was perceived, obviously, by both
supporters and opponents as an
assault on Miami's Hispanic
community, the city' major Catholic
group.
Some have sought to defend the
performance of this play on college
campuses on the grounds of
"academic freedom", based on the
fact that, briefly, the play makes a
serious intellectual attack on
religious belief as such
not just
Catholicism
portraying the belief
in any God as a psychologically
damaging illusion. One might
suggest that this is turning academic
freedom on its head, demanding
that a Catholic college abandon its
distinctive values and feature this
society's dominant materialism in
this place.
But as much to the point, if this
play has any serious intellectual
purpose, why the minstrel show?
The steroetypes, the ethnic
prejudice, the class bias? In fact, this
play has no more intellectual
integrity than the money and status
loving yuppies for whom it was
written,
Certainly I did not send my son to
BC with expectation that he would
be sheilded from the intellectual
arguements for atheism. But I did not
expect he would find himself in an
environment where ridicule, hatred
or bigotry against any group
even
Catholic would be taught.
?

?

?

?

Robert P. Largess

President

Catholic League for
Religious & Civil Rights
(MA

Chanter)

Mail signed letters to the editor to:
The Heights
McElroyll3
Boston College
Chestnut Hill, MA 02167
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Mike Farber

New Hampshire primary unnecessary
On the evening of February 16,
1988 two men will have taken a

gargantuan step towards becoming
the next President of the United

States. This boost will have been
based on approximately 40,000
votes cast by white, middle to upper
income New Hampshire residents.
important
This raises an
is the weight of New
question
Hampshire in the Presidential
Election process too much? When
one considers the homogeneous
nature of the state, especially
socially and economically, the
answer must be an unequivical yes.
The minority population of the
state of New Hampshire is less than
two percent. Mind you this is the
total minority population, not just
the black or hispanic totals. This lack
of minority representation in a state
with such importance in choosing
?

our next

President

is

intolerable.

Minorities should have the voting
power to ensure that the candidates
recognize their needs and do their
best to meet them, just as thefarmers
have this power in lowa.
This lack of minorities also effects
he candidates standing in the polls,
and thus their final showing in the

Commentary

/

jobs in their home cities, leaving that a cndidate may choose not to agriculture (the states number one
employment opportunities for campaign actively in lowa and still source of income), industry (coal
capture the nomination. This stategy and steel manufacturing), an
almost everyone.
could
be employed for a variety of economic cross-section and
that
one
argue
Political scientists
of the most desirable qualities about reasons, primarily a lack of funds. minorities. Though it would be more
having New Hampshire as the first Therefore the first primary should expensive to campaign in
primary is that it gives lesser-known, present a relatively equal Pennsylvania, and the candidates
of the pack.
under-financed candidates a chance opportunity for all candidates, may not meet every resident of the
More than seventy percent of to win. Though this is valid which means a cross-section of state twice, thediversification of the
Americans now live in or around arguement, I contend that the lowa Americans should reside in the state. people and how they live is much
The state that best fills this order closer to the pulse of America in
cities. Metropolitan areas present caucus presents just as good an
Pennsylvania. Pennsylvania has Pennsylvania than in New
is
unique challanges that require opportunity for a candidate to
eveything
major cities in Hampshire.
slightly
specific proposals. Problems such as become well known. The
Philadelphia
and Pittsburgh,
public
housing
drug
and
use
crime,
bizarre caucus system, which
Not
primarily
are foung
in the cities.
requires supporters to attend a To the Editor:
proved itself existant, so why doesnt
night-long meeting and literally
one so-called city in New
This letter is in response to Jean the UGBC and the administration try
Hampshire has more than 100,000 stand up for their candidate, is a Graham's
on to do someting about it? Otherwise,
commentary
people. There is no such thing as a process that brings out the true off-campus students in the prospective students might decide
ghetto in New Hampshire.
backers of a Presidential aspirant. November 9th issue of The Heights. against or current students decide to
Economically New Hampshire is lowa is small enough that with I am a freshman commuter. Ever transfer because of the atmosphere
also out of step with the rest of the careful planning and budgeting since I arrived on campus, I have felt towards non-resident students.
nation. Percentage-wise there are (good practice for the federal deficit) the segregation that lies between
Personally, it takes me one and a
much less people drawing public
any candidate should be able to put off-campus and resident students. half hours to get to school every day
together an organization effective Yes, I have been to Murray House, by the "T". Sure, I could go to
assistance in New Hampshire than
the rest of the United States. The enough to draw support on caucus although it is a great outlet for U-Mass (where it would take me one
southern tier of the state, where night. A good showing in lowa commuter students to socialize, it is half hour), but because love our
I
approximately seventy percent of would allow for the financial
the only place of its kind on campus university, I am willing to "go the
the population resides, is in many backing a candidate needs to for commuters. Not only is it a mere distance" to receive a Boston
ways a huge suburb for the city of compete effectively in the next spot on the map compared to the College
education. People should
Boston, about one hour away. The round of primaries.
facilities for residents, it is difficult realize that BC was originally a
As Senator Albert Gore is to have a good time and party until commuter school, where those that
commuters in Manchester, Nashua
do
even
take
up
attempting
and Portsmouth
not
to prove, it is possible
12pm or lam when one must either were residents were the minority.
drive (if so lucky to have a car) or But, I (and other non-residents)
take the "T" (which isn't so smart at should
be
not
excluded
night) home. I hope that when I'm fromon-campus activities, iffor any
a sophomore, I'm not excluded from reason, because of our dedication to
a dance, or when I'm a senior I'm the
despite
school
our
not excluded from graduation "non-resident" status.
their
route,
proven
in a roundabout
figured that in 1981, when I was first
festivities, just because I'm a
Karen Golden
legitimacy and value by the fact that made aware of Modern Rock, that commuter. I think this problem has
A&S '91
WFNX is profiting by the music that
it would eventually die
and
softenTo
the
planted
Editor:
college radio has
convention would set in.
campaign headquarters as well as
This letter is written to inform you
Needless to say Modern Rock has
ed up an audience to.
participating in several events in
of my decision this past week to
not died. In fact it has flourished and
A rampant misconception concerwhich
students met with Senator
altered with the times. I as many resign from my position as First
ning college radio is that it is supDole.
All
fo the hard work and
posed to cater to the mass-musical others are well aware of WZBC's Vice-Chairman of the College
enthusiasm
contributed by the
positive influence on the Boston Republicans of Boston College. I
tastes of the colege students who atstudents
this
club has led me to
in
believe that the purpose of this
tend the universities which happen Community. Whether it be the budbelieve
that
this
is the best political
promote
to
to have affiliated radeo station.
ding local bands who benefit from organization
Therefore I
organiztion
campus.
on
on
Republicanism
way
in a positive
When the FCC set asude the lower the exposure we provide them with
more time
have
decided
to
devote
successfully
spectrum of the FM frequency for or the Hatian community who are campus has not been
to
is soon
this
for
the
best
part
club,
of
this
club
achieved. As an officer
non-commercial licenses it did so able to be entertained and informto
be
realized
as
efforts
everyone's
over
one
semester,
I must
for a very specific reason: to ensure ed about their homeland through for little
will be paid off as Senator Dole wins
partial
responsiblility
take
for
the
the public at large a space where an our weekend programming, WZBC
the Republican nomination.
alternative mode of communication offers many alternatives for the radio problems with this club, however I
I would like to make a plea to
believe that perhaps, one of my
and ecpression could be attained. receiving community.
who supports Senator Dole
anyone
biggest faults was in not getting out
According to the FCC, "The airSome people have even recognizin working on a
or
is
interested
sooner,
this brings me to one of
waves bvelong to the people," the ed the influence WZBC has had on
successful
campaign to
national
pushing commercial radio into my main reasons for resigning, contact myself. The most important
ariwaves do not belong to the student body who happen to have a "new" territories. I urge you, you the rather than staying on to see if work is yet to be done, and starting
radio station on compus. There experson who voted WFNX your conditions will improve. At this stage February 9, the day after the lowa
ists only a limited number of favorite station, to listen to WZBC's of events in the political arena, I feel caucus, volunteers will be needed
available frequencies on the specModern Rock and listen if you can that it is one of the utmost at campaign headquarters, to
importance to have a well
trum. If there were only commercial
detect any dimilarities between the
Republican organization choose one night a weekfor thefour
established
only
mediums of comstations,
two stations. You may indeed find
weeks leading up to the March 8,
munication and expression which that WZBC is actually the primary on this campus, in a year of a Super Tuesday, Massachusetts
national
student
election,
appeal to the mass of society, or an source of the "New Music" WFNX
primary. Each night, four hours will
institution, there would exist only has placed a claim upon. If you Republicans must project the be required of the volunteer help
to
benefits
of
this
as
political
it
party
modes of expression which were listen to WZBC for a time (concerted
phonemany
Republican
of
the
voters
once
makes
a
successful
again
bid
commonplace. If college radio did effort and patience is necessary to
in this state in an effort to give
highest
for
the
our
office in
country.
serve the majorities taste, the intenacquaint oneself with any noninformation and gain support for
I believe that right now, the Students
commerical medium
we are not
tion of offering an alternative would
Senator Dole. In addition to
professionals but that is our beauty) for Dole is the club worthy of these volunteer nights,
have been violated.
socials and other
goals.
Thus we have non-commerical I know that there is a small percenbeing
planned,
events
are
so please
This organization was created to
spots on the dial who's concerns are
tage of you people who will grow
now,
joining
right
your
work on the national presidential consider
not with developing a profitable to love the rough edges of WZBC.
greatly
appreciated.
will
be
support
campaign of Senator Robert Dole;
demographic, to be sold to adverANd that is who, we the noncomBrian Foley
tisers, but rather their intention is to mercial constituency, are after and and the people involved have been
SOM '89
stretch, explore and destroy the obliged to serve the minority very active in volunteering at
limits established by the capitalistic who are capable of receiveing our To the Editor:
they realize that fifteen percent is the
radio which dominates, rather signal and are in need of an
We, the student waitstaff of the standard for good service. And that
ironically through a totalitarian rule alternative.
onompus restaurant, the Golden means good service, not just
of profit, the radio spectrum. The
WZBC had continued to grow and
Lantern, offer thanks to those of our adequate service. But on the other
surrounding minorities tastes and offer a true alternative in a radio patrons who are as courteous, hand, excellent and prompt service
desiresfor something different from market which is rich in commercial
respectful, and generous to us as we often deserves twenty or even
the norm are the very people nonand noncommercial stations. WZBC try to be to them. We try our best to twenty-five percent. All it usually
commerical radio is commanded to is one of Boston College's largest stu- provide them with a pleasurable takes to make an appropriate dinner
serve.
dent run organizations. WZBC may dining experience, and they show us tip is three dollars per person (often
Frustrated as a hrgh school student not be at liberty to please your their appreciation.
less, sometimes more). This does not
with the convention of the musical palate all of the time, but it
At the same time, however, we seem like much to ask for our
predominantly Irish Catholic social can and does offer you, the Boston would also like to address those few dedication to service.
environment of my home town in
College student, the invaluable opcustomers who do not deem it
I have no hesitation in saying that
Brighton, I who grew up down the portunity to contribute through an necessary to tip appropriately, if at the waiting positions at the Golden
street form BC, has a perception of array of different positions to the all. The tipping policy at the Golden Lantern are the hardest, most
life adjusted when I disco vered cause of noncommercial comLantern is not posted, and this may stressful, and most tiring student
admittedly be part of the problem, jobs on campus. The base salary we
WZBC. I could never understand
munication. Newscaster, Sporthow exactly WZBC managed to scaster, AM Dj and over 15 directors especially with first time visitors. receive is much less than other jobs,
broadcast such a gloriously fresh positions are just a few of the Although the bill may be paid with and thus we are dependant on tips
mix of music; it was as if "another available positions open to the either points of cash, the tip must be from our customers to earn a decent
paid in cash. Many restaurants these pay. We would hope that people
world" was made apparent to me serious minded Boston College stuwith the help of WZBC, I too was dent who wishes to promote days simply figure a fifteen or twenty would understand our situation and
something other than their own percent gratuity directly into the bill, not treat us with any less respect
mistakenly under the impression
that since WZBC was Boston Coltaste. You can help continue to
but we would never be so than they would have for a privately
lege's radio station it would have to create a sorely needed difference in presumptious. We allow the owned restaurant.
cater to the middle of the road tastes
the Boston College community and customers to decide for themselves
Aaron Thompson, A&S '89
the Greater Boston area.
what an appropriate tip is, hoping
Dinner Waiter
of the majority of the institution. I
primary. Jesse Jackson, whose bulk
of support comes from minorities, is
running first or secong nationally in
most polls. But when the pollsters
make their way through New
Hampshire, Jackson is often mired
in single digits in the middle or back

?

Paul Cheevers

'ZBC offers alternative
I found

it exceptionally interesting

to see Lynn's WFNX place in the
number one position as favorite
radio station among those polled by
The Heights. WFNX is a successful,
albeit young, and unique commer-

cial radio station primarily due to
one fact
the demographic audience which is available for their
taking.
The city of Boston is congested
college
with more colleges
students than any other city in the
country. The college audience is one
that advertisers are eager to reach
and WFNX eager to attract for the
advertisers willing to dole out the
commercial fees. WFNX has
targeted a narrow margin of individuals: 18-34, concentrating on
the 18-24 grouping (us students), but
also drawing beyond the 18-34
?

?

?

target.

The manner in which WFNX has
selected to garner this audience
adds a difference to the station that
few in the country would dare
adopt the exclusive programming
of "New Music." This alleged newly found music is actually familiar
to certain circles of people; yet to the
mass of col lege students it is indeed
new music. Thus, WFNX have
managed to create the all important
catch phrase and image necessary
for the successful marketing of any
and every commodity.
In reality, WFNX is predominantly programming music that is not
new nor is it outrageously adventurous. If it was, it would not attract
and sustain a profitable audience. In
fact, the majority of the music
brought to us by WFNX has been
spun in the college radio circuits for
years. Bands such as Echo and the
Bunnymen, The Cure, Husker Du
and who Rolling Stone have recently taggd "The Best Band in
America," REM, are truly not new
bands.
So what we have transmitting to
the thousands of college students in
the Boston area is a commercial
radio station, WFNX, rehashing,
under the professionalism of
"talented" personnel, the past and
present of mainstream college
radio
all for a tidy profit.
Displeased with the false image
that WFNX is transmitting, I am on
the other hand exstatic over the fact
that they are able to profit from
music that is, in comparison to
ohtyer commercial radio, differnt.
What this indicated to me is that college radio in Boston (WERS,
WHRBV, WMBR, and WZBC) have
?

?

?

?

?
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King's crusade has a long way to go
were born during the height of the

By TOMMY KURTZ
Heights Copy Editor

civil rights

As students of rationality, we are
taught to believe in certain truths
that somehow project the true
nature of how the framework of our
society is structured. One of these
"truths" is the notion that one man
can't change society alone.
How many times have we been
told the expression that "you can't
change the world alone."
However, the national holiday and
celebration of the birth of Martin
Luther King last Monday is a
reminder that,given the right era and
the movement going on within
society at the time, that in fact one
man can tie the loose strings or a

social movement together and
emerge as the leading spokesman
for its cause.
King's crusade for civil rights
challenged the very framework of a
society segregated for more than
one hundred years, a society that
could not comprehend the idea of
integration at every level of its

framework.

The idea of restaurant doors with
the sign "No Colored People
Allowed" is a thought beyond
comprehension for many of us who

y&S.

Wl/

|

movement.
His crusade and movement of

non-violence remind modern man
that through peace and not violence
that remedies to an ailing society
suffering from racism could be
achieved.
It is simply amazing that in a
country that labels itself a
democracy that blacks were not
given equal status until the
mid-60s, which was only a period
of twenty years ago.
King's birthday every year should
serve as a reminder of what he and
the civil rights movement
accomplished and how far as a
country we have left to go to ensure
equal rights for peoples ofall creeds.
The advancement of many blacks
is evident since the civil rights
movement. Many blacks have
elevated themselves up to
middle-and-upper class stature, as
portrayed in the Cosby Show, and
have entered the mainstream of
society.
Blacks have also entered the
political ring as the cities of
Philadelphia, Detroit, Los Angeles,
Atlanta, New Orleans, and Chicago
have elected black mayors.
On the national scene, a black
candidate is running for the

?

in the 80s. Many programs geared
toward raising blacks out of poverty
have been slashed across the board.
Increasing numbers of blacks have
sliooed further below the poverty
line as the minimum wage has not
increased in more than seven years,
while the cost of living has soared.
Many blacks feel trapped in their
environment and feel apathetic
about changing their conditions.
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However, there will be only 13.6
million people to fill these jobs.
Many of thesepeople who would
be put to work to fill these jobs, who
are predominately black and
Hispanic, are undereducated to fill
these positions. What this society is
headed for is a mismatch: jobs
without people and people without
jobs.
The technological advances and
achievements of the '80s seem to
have left many poorer blacks behind.
What we are going to have to deal
with is a society in which twenty
percent of its population in the
future will be unable to function in
an increasingly technolgical world.
Many of these people will be
living in conditions of unbelievable
degrees of poverty.
Having been born during the
height of the civil rights movement
and after integration, our generation
has the responsibility of ensuring
equal rights for all races.
Although King's dream has
become a reality for a large number
of blacks, the nightmare of poverty
and racism still exists for many.
King's dream of civil rights has risen
up the mountain, but it has a long
way before it reaches the mountain
top where blacks will finally see the
promised land for their people.

is staggering.
When presidential candidates
speak about poverty in the U.S.,
areas like the ones in Mississippi
seems to go unnoticed.
The recent elections of new
governors in the states of Mississippi
and Louisiana give new hope,
however, to the problems existing
there as both governors have vowed
to work together to alleviate racism
and poverty in their states.
The 80s have also seen racial
tensions, which seemed to have
cooled down during the 70s
between black and white, heat up
again.
The recent incident involving the
Howard Beach trial in New York City
reveals that there is still racism in our
society. Although racism seems to
be a part of human nature, it is a
disease that infects all races who
share in its feelings of hatred and
fear.
Between 1985 and 1995, it is
estimated that there will be 15.7
million jobs that will be created.

seems to have been left dormant as
its enforcement has been slackened

Tired of Dorm Life?
Unable to Afford

WITH A FAMILY IN
EXHANGE FOR 15-20

For many blacks, King's crusade
and the civil rights movement has
done little as many blacks in the
South still live in shacks with no
electricity or running water. In
central Mississippi the amount of
blacks living in poverty conditions

Democratic nomination Jackson, in
fact, is the leading candidate in the
Super Tuesday caucus in the South,
according to recent polls.
The black vote is so strong in the
South that pollsters believe Jackson
might win the South. Super Tuesday
is considered the crucial stepping
stone for all candidates involved.
However, even though many
blacks have moved up since the
movement, many blacks have been
left behind at the bottom of society.
The 80s have witnessed the
contraction instead of the expansion
of opportunities for many blacks.
With huge cutbacks in education,
many black teenagers who would
have gone on to college cannot
afford to attend.
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This season, ski 2-FOR-l in Massachusetts
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Just stop by a Massachusetts Dodge dealer, a Ski Market store or a Mass Pike toll booth and
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ask for a free "Ski Easy" Brochure. In it, you'll find a 2-FOR-l coupon good for lift tickets, trail
passes or lessons at 27 participating Massachusetts ski areas. The brochure is also packed with
information that makes skiing Massachusetts even easier and more affordable.
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When you stop by a Massachusetts Dodge dealer, you can
* ts s^m e'there's no purchase necessary, and the
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receive a free

Massachusetts ski weekend.
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Tuesday, January 25
For more info, call Mike Farber.

and win a 1988 Dodge Raider 4x4 or a ski weekend for two.
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Civiletti speaks on law and government
records" among these men, said
Civiletti.
He felt, though, that this problem
would resolve itself in a few months,
leaving one or two dominant
candidates, among them perhaps
Jesse Jackson. The democratic party
is in need of a charismatic leader,

By Patricia McNemey
Heights Staff Writer
"TheDemocratic Party has to be
a party of hope, of dreams... a party
of direction" stressed Benjamin
Civiletti, former Attorney General
during the Carter administration
Civiletti, currently the chairperson
of the litigation section of the
American Bar Association, spoke
Thursday in Gasson Hall.
The lecture was sponsored by the
Democratic Club and AHANA.
Lynn Civiletti '88, the club's
chairperson, introduced her father.
Civiletti began by asking the
audience to name some problems
they felt the Democratic party and
the country should address and
spoke about these issues.
One issue was the disunity among
the democratic party. Although there
are some fine candidates there is no
"ready recognition or long track

said Civiletti.

His thoughts on foreign policy
leaned toward a reallocation of
funds, "We have to cut defense
spending and redirect it." He desires
that funds be diverted to the support
of a conventional army, particularly
well trained man power.
He felt the consciousness of the
younger generation is making
nuclear weapons a lesser threat.
Domestically, Civiletti feels that
the Reagan administration is
creating a loss of hope, particulartly
among minorities. "The feeling that
one's children will have a better
chance has been crushed by this

Book discussions to
begin in Bapst Library
Closing of the American Mind by
Allan Bloom (Simon and Schuster,
1987] is the subject of a book
discussion scheduled in the
MacNeil Rodm, Bapst Library,
Tuesday, February 2, 1988 from
3:3opm s:3opm.
John L. Mahoney, a professor in
the English Department, will lead
the discussion. Professor Mahoney's
article "Trouble in Paradise," (Boston
College Magazine, Fall 1987)
examines Closing of the American
Mind and other recently published
critiques on the state of the culture
and liberal education.
This book discussion is part of The
Dean's List Book Discussion Series
|to be held in Bapst library during
\u25a0the Spring semester.
James Agee's A Death in the
-

Family will be discussed on Tuesday,
February 16, led by Fr. William B.
Neenan, S.J., Academic Vice
President and Dean of Faculties.
Pilgrim at Tinker Creek by Annie
Dillard will be discussed on Tuesday,
March 15, led by Susan C. Griffith,

Bapst Librarian.

The book discussions have been
planned to give undergraduates,
graduates, and faculty an
opportunity to participate in
discussion of a book outside the
requirements of academic work.
Titles for this series have been
chosen from the Dean's List, a list
of suggested readings for college
students compiled by Fr. William B.
Neenan, S.J. Titles on the Dean's List
are available m both Bapst and
O'Neill Libraries.

administration."

He credited this problem to the
lack of improvement and new
initiative in welfare programs. The
administration is "turning us into a
class of have and have nots," said

Civiletti.
He credited Reagan with the very

low unemployment (below 6 s
percent), "yet unemployment of
minorities has skyrocketed."
This too augments the feeling of
hopelessness and adds to the high
droDOUt rate of minority
students (approaching 60 percent).
Minorities have no expectations and
therefore no incentives.
In order for the Democratic party
to affect change there must be a
unifying theme. This, said Civiletti,
is difficult because interests are so
segmented. He believes the country
wants a leader who is strong,
whether right or wrong.
The Democratic goal, said
Civiletti, should be a shot at a decent
life. Programs should be initiated to
increase jobs, education and
housing for minorities.
Civiletti also responded to
questions, relating his feelings
against SDI, "one of the silliest, most
stupid things I have ever seen."
He also expressed a belief that
younger Americans aren't satisfied
with their environment, feeling a
need to progress and initiate change.
Civiletti cited Martin Luther King as
an excellent example of standing up
for things desperately unpopular
that had to be changed.
In conclusion, Civiletti expressed
his "great hopefor the party and for
the country." He feels Americans
will not be satisfied with people
being homeless. Therefore, a feeling
of "good Samaritan" must be
harnessed and instilled in the
government in order to ignite the
country.

mutual fund custodian and master trustee, our continued expansion in those areas and in global custody
operations creates exciting entry-level career openings
for graduates ready to demonstrate a high degree of
commitment to quality.

Account Controllers/
Portfolio Accountants
As an Account Controller,

communication and organizational skills, possess a solid
understanding of accounting principles and preferably
hold a Bachelor's degree in a business discipline and
have equivalent experience.
Apply now and establish a working relationship
with State Street. You'll enjoy top pay and excellent benefits like in-house advancement training. Send your resume to the attention of Robyn
Zimmer or fane West Wilson, 1776 Heritage Drive,
North Quincy, MA 02171. State Street is an Equal
Opportunity Employer.

Estate Street
We Have A Working Relationship
With New England. And The World.

Keith J. Longson, who was captain of the nationally ranked Boston
College Sailing team, has made the United States Men's 470 Olympic

Sailing team. Longson graduated with honors from BC last semester
after three and a half years in order to spend this semester preparing
for the 1988 Summer Games in Seoul. Longson and his teammate
Alan Beckwith sail the 470 class, a two-man, 16-foot sailboat.
Over the next seven months, they have a full time training and
racing schedule, including the 470 World Championship in Israel,
all prior to the Seoul games late this summer. "Alan and I are
dedicating all our time, effort and money towards training for the
Olympic Games," Longson says. He is asking the Boston College
community to help by sending donations, in care of his former
roommates, in Hillsides B-53.

THOUGHT
YOU
COULDN'T
START
AT THE
TOP

your degree in 1988, you can start

Successful candidates will be detail-oriented with strong

looking to Seoul

YOU

exploring career opportunities with State Street Bank
and Trust Company now. Already the nation's largest

you'll join the team of the
largest Mutual Fund Custodian in the nation; you'll
work directly with Money Managers and be responsible
for controlling and administering the portfolio's assets,
liabilities and income. As a Portfolio Accountant, you'll
work with Investment Advisors to control pension and
endowment fund portfolios for the nation's largest
Master Trustee. Within our Global Custody Division,
Portfolio Accountants work with domestic and international clients investing in global securities and communicating with worldwide sub-custodian banks and
clients.

'88 BC Grad

IF

GRADUATION IS
CLOSER THAN
YOU THINK
If you're receiving

Former US Attorney General Benjamin Civiletti

NOW YOU

Explore career opportunities with
T
an industry leader which
\/| /\ \u25a0
1.13.1 \M.
Demands Entrepreneurship
Emphasizes Career Growth Based on Individual Performance
Offers Immediate Responsibility
Provides a TOP-rated Executive Training Program
Please Join Us At An Open House
This Friday, January 29th, 1988
McGuinn Hall
Third Floor Lounge
10:00 a.m.?4:00 p.m.
Dress is casual. If you have a resume,
please bring a copy with you.
Remember resume drop is all this week at the Career Center
-_
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TAYLOR, New York CALDOR, Norwalk, Conn.
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You can also use your checking or NOW account Bayßank Card to
purchase gasoline for the cash price, as well as other products and
services, at over 4,200 participating Mobil® service stations nationwide.
So, apply now for your Bayßank Card by calling (617) 387-1808 or stopping by the Bayßank
office near your school.
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Urban Immersion Program tends to needy
Continued from

page 5

visit various locations in the city

were the homeless congregate.
group was introduced to the
The food and clothing is then
congregation in Creole, their native distributed, and rides are given to
language.
any individuals who want to spend
The Haitian church was one place the night in one of the city's shelters.
were groups worked during the
One of Kingston's staff members
week. Other locations included estimates the number of people
"Saturday's Bread," a weekend soup living on the streets of Boston to be
kitchen; "St. Francis House," a soup 3000.
kitchen, day center, and clothing
For senior Beth Taylor, the
distributer for the poor; "Kit Clark Kingston outreach program was the
Senior Center," an activity center for most intense experience of the
the elderly; "Boston Food Bank," a week. "When we arrived to serve
food warehouse which receives food I was approached by a large
donated foods from manufactures man who was living on the streets;
and sells it to various shelters; and I was scared. But then he said,
"Kingston House," a soup kitchen 'You're new; I'm Billy.' And he shook
and shelter.
my hand."
Taylor continued, "The homeless
All of these organizations rely on
the work of volunteers.
are real people; they're just like me."
One of the services offered by
One sub-zero morning, most of
"Kingston House" provided the group worked at a "Habitat for
participants with the most profound Humanity" housing site. These
experience of the week. The service low-income apartment units,
is an outreach to individuals living constructed mainly by volunteers,
on the streets.
were in their final stages before
In the evening volunteers and staff being occupied.
members load a van with blankets,
The evenings were spent in
gloves, food and coffee. They then discussions led by various

low the owner won't put any money
into the home realizing the money
won't come back at the resale."
explained Beauchemin.
Another problem with a low cap
on ROI is the inability of the home
owner to "buy up" to a more
valuable home.
Junior, Jennifer Horan was
impressed by the attitudes of the
C.U.J, members. "They have
enormous faith in their cause; yet,
they are firmly based in reality."
Horan continued, "They don't have
any 'pie-in-the-sky' ideals."

"The homeless are real people;
they're just like me."
?Senior Beth Taylor
individuals knowledgeable in the
fields of housing, societal relations,
homelessness, poverty, and social

justice.
One evening the group played a

board game entitled "Slumopoly."
The object was for each player, or
"intercity resident" [ICR], to break
free from poverty and the inner city.
However, each resident was
confronted with the realities of
urban life. Working against the
interests of the ICRs was the
"establishment" [school officials,
bankers, and police].
The police enforced the many
arbitrary rules such as no talking
unless on an ICR's turn.
Also confronting the ICRs were
"that's life cards." Residents were
forced to pay fees for everything
from a hospital bill for a rat bite to
bail.

Some evenings also included
communal masses with students
and members of C.U.J.
For one participant, senior Norm
Beauchemin, the real challenge will
be how to incorporate his changed
attitudes towards the poor, and his
new sense of social responsibility
into his life, "especially now, as I
prepare to make my career choices.
The other students who
There are no neat solutions to participated in the program were
complex
problems."
said Sheila Campbell, Paul Day, Mary
Beauchemin.
Gervais, Jack Hughes, Enida Lopez,
Beauchemin exemplified the Christina O'Day, Andrew O'Rouke,
complexity of a problem regarding Kim Quandt, John Selleck, Tom
the resale of homes. "If the Shea, Tara Sweeney, and Binh Tran.
return-on-investment [ROI] is not
Accompanying the students were
controlled the costs of homes could chaplains Fr. Bob Braunreutherand
extend beyond people with Kerry Maloney, and her husband
low-incomes, but if ROI is kept too Jim.

_^V
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All Film Board showings are Friday and Saturday evenings at 7:30 and 10:00pm in McGuinn
Auditorium and on Sunday evenings at 7:oopm in the Barry Arts Pavillion on Newton Campus.
Your 8.C.1.D. allows you free admission plus admission of one guest. For changes in the schedule
and special events, call the Film Board at ext. 3347, or drop by our office in McElroy 119. New
members, ideas, and suggestions are always welcome.

If your future

is in the breakdown lane,

Junior Year in Ireland

Budget

1988 1989
University College, Cork
-

Staff Accountant

(15-20 hrs., flexible scheduling)
Attention Accounting students. This is a fantastic opportunity to gain
practical experience while in school. We seek experienced Accounting
students who have completed a minimum of 2 years of school. You
must have a thorough understanding of accounting principles and the
ability to handle bank reconciliations, financial analysis and accounts
payable/receivable. Knowledge of Lotus 1-2-3 preferred.
Our Accounting Department is located at Logan Airport. We provide employee parking and are conveniently located on the Blue
Line. To explore this opportunity further, call Personnel at 569-4000
or stop by our office at 204 Porter Street, Logan Airport, East

Information and Refreshments:
January 28
4:30
Fulton 109

Boston, MA.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

See: Profesor Adele Dalsimer
Carney 439
552-3723
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Information and Refreshments!
January 28
4:30
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Full-lime internships; full semester of academic coursework (16 semester credits );
seminars by government experts; central Washingion apartments; individualized placements.
Fall and spring semesters. Limited financial aid available.

BOSTON UNIVERSITY
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street

cily.state.zip
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PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR STUDENTS FROM VIRTUALLY EVERY ACADEMIC FIELD

-

Six Credits in English,
Speech Communications or Irish Studies
Sophomores and Juniors

-LOBBYING/PUBLIC AFFAIRS
'JOURNALISM/COMMUNICATIONS
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return to: WIP, 143 Bay State Road, Boston. MA 02215

__

(617)353-2062

Representativeon Campus:

Wednesday, January 27, 1988,
between 3 and 4 pm,
Gasson#lo2
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LAW OFFICES

What happens
when the world
of high finance

2001 BEACON STREET
BROOKLINE, MASSACHUSETTS

617-232-7755
General Practice
Criminal Law
Personal Injury
Landlord Tenant
James W. Gilden Free Initial Consultation Mark A. Machera
-
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A world of high success develops.
Merrill Lynch is looking for candidates
with majors in Business, Liberal Arts and
Technical Subjects to join our
Corporate Systems Program
We Will Be On Campus
To Hold Information Sessions
January 27,1988
7:00 to 8:00 p.m.
The Devlin Room #103

LONDON

INTERNSHIPS
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Art/Architecture
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Engineering
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Human/Health Services
Journalism/Communications
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Visual/Performing Arts
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Politics
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All programmes include: 16 semester hour credits, 9-week
internship, apartment, British faculty. Offered fall, spring
and summer semesters.

BOSTON UNIVERSITY
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of high technology?
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LIP, 725 Commonwealth Ave.. Boston, MA 02215
(617)353-9888
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SPECIAL SNEAK PREVIEW
1
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M

Our new screen
eliminates
shady characters.

|

Now one of the world's fastest laptop computers makes

every character bolder and brighter. That's because the
new MultiSpeed? EL has a backlit screen. Which means
you can easily read it anywhere you choose to use it.
And with 640K RAM and the NEC 16-bit V-30 processor, it can perform at 90% of the level of an original AT
class PC. So come and see what speed, power and
brilliance can do for you. For more information or the
name of your nearest NEC dealer call 1-800-447-4700.

Take the Multi and run.

MultiSpeedEL
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Saturday January 30

at a theatre near you
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The ncr $300,000 stakeholder

essay competition for students
The Rules

The Challenge

The Mission

\

\

To Win

To Create Value
At NCR, we've found that in

Vve're so committed

order to create value, we must first
satisfy the legitimate expectations
of every person with a stake in our
company. We call these people our
stakeholders, and we attempt to
Satisfy their expectations by
promoting partnerships in which
everyone is a winner.
.
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?We believe in building mutually
beneficial and enduring relationships
with all of our stakeholders, based
On Conducting business activities
With integrity and respect.
.....
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rewarded.
?We think of our suppliers as partners
who share our goal of achieving the
highest qualityStandards and the
mOSt Consistent level Of
J Service.
?We are committed to being caring
and Supportive Corporate Citizens
within the worldwide communities
in which we operate.
r
We are dedicated to creating value
for our shareholders andfinancial
?
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communities by performing in a
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manner that will enhance the return
on their
un
weir investments
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Organizations."
The Student Chosen as the first
place winner will be awarded
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A
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D The NCR stakeholder Essay competition is open

full-time undergraduate or graduate student
attendingan accredited college or university in the
Uni,ed States or its territories.
2) Entries must be original, unpublished work on
the lopic . Creating Value for All stakeholders in
corporations and/or Not-for-profit organizations."
to any
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Ethics,

Corporate Governance, Strategic Management, Social
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3) Entries must be typed, double-spaced on m- xir
bond paper, one side only. A separate cover sheet

the entrant>s name school home address
and title of .he essay, subsequent pages should be
numbered sequentially and include the essay
y title in
the upper
Winners win be req uired to
produce proof of current full-time college or university
enrollment.
4) All entries must be postmarked by March 31, 1988,
and r< ;ceived b y A Pfil 15 1988 tob e' ig ib'e f °'
l
consideration. Submit entries to: NCR cStakeholder
Essay Competition, NCR Corporation, Stakeholder
Relations Division Day ton ohio 45479 NCR is not
responsible for, and will not consider, late, lost or
misdirectedentries.
s ) ln the event anv p fize winner is a minor ,he cash
award will be made to his/her parent or guardian.
5) Awards to individuals will be reported as income on
IRS Form 10" AU taxes are the responsibility of
the rec 'Pients
7) Award winners will be required to sign publicity
releases and affidavits of eligibilityand compliance
With a " ruleS B° verninB the competition. Failure to
return executed affidavits and releases within 15 days
of receipt win cause the award to be nuii and void.
the property of NCR and willnot
8)
shou[d ljst

'

?

data processing equipment.

Xhe second place winner will
u and
A U
the
$1 D ,UUU Cash
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entrant's school will receive $35,000
in pn
?i nmpilt nnp hnnHrpH «i nnn
in
equipment.
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?we respect the individuality
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school will receive $100,000 in

products and services on a continuing
w/

our mission

that we re encouraging the next
generation of leaders to re-examine
i
i
Vr
America s business values. We re
doing this by holding the NCR
Stakeholder Essay Competition
Which all full-time Undergraduate
and graduate college or university
students may enter. Entries should
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selected award-winning entrants
wiU be mvited tQ aUend the first
NCR International Symposium on
Stakeholders to be held June 9 & 10,
1988, in DaytOn, Ohio.
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9) By participating in this competition entrants agree to

SSJ^ST^

use of their names, likenesses and entries for NCR
advertising and publicity purposes without any further
compensation.

State and territorial judgcswill consist of
that
include NCR stakeholders. Final selections will be made
f m B,ate and territory win,iers by a national pane!
?
of judges.
,

If clarification is necessary, call (513) 445-1667, Bam-spm
EST
Award winners will be notified on or about Ma y 16 1988
To obtain a list of finalists, send a self-addressed, stamped
envelope to:
ncr stakeholder Essay competition
NCR CorP° ration
StakeholderRelations Division
1700 South Patterson Boulevard
Dayton, Ohio 45479

I

NCR's Mission: Create Value for Our Stakeholders
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Heights Sports
Eagles strike again, upend Providence 64-48
Saturday night atop the famed
floor in the Boston Garden,
Editor
parquet
Sports
Assistant
the Boston College Eagles pasted the
Providence Friars 64 48, upping
In the pre-season they were their league record to 3 4 and
labeled the the dormat of the rough landing their overall mark at 11 6.
In a game which many felt would
tough Big East, but the Boston
College Eagles never listened, they be close throughout, the Eagles
just went out and played basketball. ripped off nine unanswered points
Even after ripping off eight to open the game and by the time
victories in their first nine games,
PCd got their first field goal nearly
fans paid little attention to the nine minutes into the first half, the
Eagles, depriving them of the one score was 17-3 and BC was on a roll.
thing they so dearly wanted, respect.
In the opening minutes, the Eagles
Yet, now nearly half way through once again got a shot in the arm
the Big East season, after three from their fine backcourt tandem of
victories in their last four conference Dana Barros and Jamie Benton, as
games, fans have finally taken the duo combined for the first nne
points of the game.
notice. This BC team is for real.
By Geoffrey Mackey

-

-

-

With BC junior forward Steve
Benton completly shutting down the
Providence big gun Delray Brooks,
the Friars struggled on offense in the
first half.
Although shooting just 21 percent
in the first half, PC was able to put
a dent in BC's big early lead when
they scored eight unanswered points
cutting the lead to 19 11, but from
there the Eagles took over.
Steve Benton scored on a runner
from the baseline and Barros hit
back to back jumpers making the
score 27-15 with 5:32 remaining in
the first half. At this point,
Providence was once again
struggling on offense and BC was
capitalizing.
-

Barros: A
quiet leader

Closing out the half with five
unanswered points, the Eagles led at
halftime 35-20.
For BC it was clear that the key to
the first half was their whopping
28 -15 rebounding advantage over
the Friars. Pounding both the
offensive and defensive boards
relentlessly, the Eagles were able to
control the tempo of the game and
prevent PC from getting many
second shots.
Early in the second half, PC shifted
to a half court trap, hoping to fluster
the Eagle backcourt and get back
into the game. For a while, the
Providence strategy worked.
Taking advantage of three BC
turnovers, the Friars sliced the deficit

to 41 33 with 12:35
-

left as Brooks,

finally warmed up, canning a trio of
3-pointers.
"At first, their(Providence) trap
gave us some problems", BC head
coach Jim O'Brien said. "But once
Dana and Jamie recognized what
they were playing, we were able to
bust them for some easy hoops".
With the Eagle lead at just eight
points, Jamie Benton banged home
a 3-pointer of his own, and Tyrone
Scott(lo,points,lo rebounds) brought
the crowd to its feet with a slam dunk
off a beautiful pass from Barros.
Suddenly, the BC lead was back
up to 54 38 with just over seven
minutes remaining. From here, the
-

Commentary

Continued to page

1a

Wild ride for
young team

By PAUL-JON McNEALY
Assistant to the Editor
Boston Globe Division One Player of the
Year, Big East Freshman of the Year, Big East
Freshman Team, Pre-Season First Team Big
East, ESPN Windex Player of the Week,
Dodge ' Big East Player of the Week, Sports
Illustrated Player of the Week,... the list goes
on and on for Dana Barros.
Boston College's star guard is clearly a
quiet person who lets his playing do the
talking in one of the toughest basketball
conferences in the country.
As far back as Dana Barros can remember,
he always wanted to come to Boston College,
"Definitely. I was home. It was a chance to
play in the Big East. It (his freshman year) was
a situation that I knew I could come in and
play. Jamie (Benton) and I were going to have
to go at it to see who would start, but I knew
I would play
Barros said recently.
"I knew I'd have to work," Barros said, but
in the middle of his freshman season, he got
a break.
"Jamie hurt his ankle, and over that period
of time when he was out I gained some
confidence, and I think that's what helped
me. It was the turning point of my year."
Barros' confidence was evident as he
averaged 13.7 points a game, was named to
the country's top freshman team, as well as
Big East Freshman of the Year.
Barros and the Boston College basketball
program were suprised in the off-season
when coach Gary Williams was lured to the
head-coaching position at Ohio State
University.
Barros reflected on the change, "I was
upset, but I knew it was something he had
to do for his family, everyone moves on."
"I, personally, did not come to Boston
College because of a particular coach, I came
to Boston College because of Boston
Continued to page 19.

By PAUL-JON McNEALY
Assistant to the Editor
Welcome to the world of Boston College

basketball! Sit back, put on your seatbelt, and
shoulder harness as well. Coach O'Brien will
collect your tickets, so please have them
ready. This is the Big East rollercoaster ride,
so expect anything.

The car slowly pulls away. Providence.
Three pointers. Delray Brooks. Whoosh! You
go careening down as BC loses 85- 82. Dana
Barros tries to break the fall, but to no avail
as the shot misses. Whoosh!
Oh-oh. Syracuse. Derrick Coleman, Rony
Seikaly, and Sherman Douglas. Losers to
Indiana by two for National Title. Oh-oh. No
contest. Did the real Eagles show up? Big
whooshlHold on! BC loses, 80 67.
Oh well, 0-2 heading into Villanova.
Villanova? Rollie Massimino. Mark Plansky.
Kenny Wilson. Doug West. Maybe a win? No
go as 'Nova remains very difficult at home,
66 54.
Barros can only manage 19 points. Whoosh
(but not as big as Syracuse')! The Eagles are
0-3 in the Big East all of a sudden. Good thing
for shoulder harnesses! Someone might have
fallen off the roller coaster or, daresay, tried
to jump! Yea of little faith!
The car is really going fast now (however
down), as BC now faces Seton Hall. Seton
Hall. P.J. Carlesimo. Big Mark Bryant. James
Major. s'3' Pookey Wigington. s'3'? At the
Garden? Yes! A win! Barros scores 27 points.
BC 85, the Pirates 70. Whoah! The roller
coaster is now heading up! A new
experience! 1-3. Well, it's a start.
Oh no. It's the bad boys from Georgetown
and big John Thompson. Ranked 11th in the
nation. Perry McDonald. Reggie Williams.
Whoops, scratch Williams, he graduated.
Patrick Ewi-graduated also. Uh, Charlie
Smith.
Continued to page 19.
-
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Top ranked Maine defeats BC in OT, 3-2
By ROMAN

J. USCHAK

After 20 minutes at Harvard's
Bright Center Saturday evening,it
appeared that the Eagles were
primed to knock the Maine Black
Bears flat.
The
Eagles
owned
an
eleven-to-one shot advantage as well
as a 1-0 lead by virtue of a Dan Shea
marker. Yet over the next two periods
they could only muster eight tries at
Maine netminder Scott King, and
watch in frustration as the Bears
managed to send what had been a
2-0 game into overtime.
That is when Chris Lalonde of
LaSalle,Quebec fired home his

second game-winner of the year to
propel the HOCKEY EAST leading
University of Maine to a 3-2 victory,
their twelfth in league play and 20th

overall.

Earlier last week,the Black Bears
surged to the top of the NCAA polls,
making them the number-one
college hockey team in America.
The loss left Boston College at 5-10-2
(7-12-2) and sixth in Hockey East.
Despite the setback,the Eagles did
not wane from lack of effort. The
tone was set in the first minute of
play when Chris Stapleton sent King
sprawling behind the Maine net.
Good opportunities abounded as
Tim Sweeney, Shea, John

Devereaux, and David Pergola
hovered around the net. Several
chances to put BC on the scoreboard
arose yet nothing got through until
the 13:55 mark of the opening
period.
Co-captain Shea corralled a loose
puck along the boards and surged
into the center of the Maine zone.
He held his shot and then cut loose
with a 25-foot blast from the
left-wing faceoff circle that rocketed
past King into thefar side of the net.

Nearly five minutes into the
second period, David Emma
blocked a right-point drive by Mike
McHugh, who hauled Emma down

from behind. The Eagles padded
their lead to 2-0 on the resultant
power play.
26 seconds later Emma slipped a
pass behind a melee in front of the
Maine net to Shea at the left point.
Shea hesitated once again before
driving in his second tally of the
night (14th of the season) from 40
feet out at 5:25.
The goal was Shea's 173rd career
point and moved him to within one
of Bob Ferriter, sixth on the all-time
BC scoring list. Unfortunately, it was
the last shot that would reach the
back of the Maine net.
The Black Bears began to wear

down Boston College in the second
period as they sent eleven shots at
David Liftman. Dave Capuano, cut
the deficit to 2-1 when he whipped
a wrist shot from the left faceoff
circle past Littman's left pad at 10:05
of the second period. The set-up was
provided by Lalonde and Mario
Thyer.
Thefirst-place Bears continued to
flail away at the BC cage, yet the
Eagle defense managed to relegate
most of the chances to
low-percentage angles.
Littman's acrobatic saves were
primarily responsible for BC's
Continued to page 16.
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GF

12-2-2
Northeastern
10-64
8-9-0
Lowell
Providence
6-6-4
BU
6-10-3
College
Boston
5-10-2
New Hampshire 4-12-1

26
24
16
16
15

91
93
73
62
84
63
63

Maine

12

9

BIG EAST MEN
Big East
Villanova
Pittsburgh
St.John's
Syracuse
Boston Coll.
Providence
Seton Hall
Connecticut
Georgetown

W
6
3
3
3

L
1
1
2
3

3
2

4
3

2
2
2

4
4
3

PIM

GA
58
87
79
67
93

251
351
301
281
344

71

198

83

201

Overall
W
14
13
12
13
11
9

Track teams impressive after lengthy layoff

Plymouth State Carnival

By ANIL

Syracuse

Villanova
Providence

St.John's

6
5

-

Boston Coll.

Seton Hall
UConn
Pittsburgh

116
9
6
12
5

W
5
5
5
4
3
3
2
1

to

the Editor

Sunday, the Boston College men's
and women's indoor track teams
visited Harvard University to
compete in The Athletic Congress
meet held at the Albert H. Gorden
Track and Tennis Center.
This meet was the first real
competition for many of the BC
athletes since before the winter
break.

Men's Slalom

1. Plymouth State College 453.86 2. UMass 484.37 3.
Boston College 490.86 4. UConn 522.38 5. Conn. College
State Uni\*rsity 563.29 6. Amherst College 576.67 7. Trinity
629.03 8. Brown 626.35

Woman's Giant Slalom

1. Plymouth State College 296.43 2. Boston College
297.17 3. Smith College 309.13 4. UMass 311.64 5. Amherst
College 331.12 6. Brown 337.88 7. Mt. Holyoke 380.94 8.
Trinity 394.13

Men's Giant Slalom

"We're really beginning our
season, trying to get the men

qualified for the IC4A's and the
women for the ECAC," said Eagle
head coach Karen Keith.
This is Keith's fifth season with the
squad, her first as head coach.

The day began for the
Eagles with the final of the long
jump. Jumping for BC was Rob
Davis. Ray Hawkins, another
member of BC's track team, was

1. Plymouth State College 468.96 2. UMass 468.99 3.
Boston College 476.30 4. UConn 505.34 5. Brown 506.14
6. Trinity 512.58 7. Amherst 519.25 8. Conn. College State
University 530.50

BIG EAST WOMEN

L
4
2
3
5

ADYANTHAYA

Heights Assistant

1. Plymouth State College 310.52 2.Boston College
316.29 3. UMass 330.34 4. Amherst College 334.49 5.
Brown 355.77 6. Smith College 374.10 7. Mt. Holyoke 487.39
8. Trinity 525.54

January 27BC Hockey vs. Providence at Harvard
January 28Men's Swimmming vs. UNH at Plex
Indoor Track & Field vs. Northeastern
January 30Men's Basketball vs. Pitt at Garden
Women's Basketball vs. UConn
(at Roberts Center.)

Wrestling

-

New England classic

1. Springfield 86.25 2. S. Conn. St. 52.25 3.Norwich
50.00 4.Brown 45.50 5. Rl College 36.00 6. MIT 31.75 6.
Boston College 31.75 7. Wesleyan 31.50

L

2
2
2
3
3
4
5
6

Women's Basketball
Boston College 66
Boston College 67.

Georgetown 57
St. John's 69-

Men's Swimming
Boston College 112.5

Women's Swiming
Boston College 142

Notre Dame 155.5Notre Dame 126

leers lose heartbreaker to Maine
Hockey, from page 15.
maintaining a one-goal margin until
4:31 of the third period when
Capuano broke through again.

Thyer accepted a pass from Bob
and blazed down the
sideboards before cutting into the
middle.He launched a backhand
shot which Capuano redirected
behind Littman and into the goal.
The rest of the third period
featured clutch saves by both
netminders as well as a fair share of
Beers

lll|«IfM

physical play typified by Duke
St.Pierre of Boston College.
The Eagles also managed to
weather nearly ten minutes without
Shea, who had been slapped with
a misconduct at 18:56 of the second
session for arguing an official's call.
BC hammered away at King in the
final two minutes, but no one could
shove the puck past him, and a
fourth power play (Jim Burke had
been called off for hooking Shea at
17:40) came up empty just before
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Ray Hawkins placed second in the men's long jump.

the smart ones among them pick up
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competing for the Nike Track Club
of Boston because he will not be
eligible until the outdoor season.
Hawkins finished second with a
jump of twenty-five feet two inches,
while Davis placed third, jumping
twenty-three feet seven and one half
inches.
Davis and Hawkins, acclaimed by
some as two of the best sprinters in
the eastern United States, later ran
in the men's open fifty-five meter
dash.
The pair ran one-two, with
Hawkins edging out Davis for first.
In the women's fifty-five meter
dash, BC senior Beverly Luken
finished third with a time of 7.2
seconds.
Another Eagle, sophomore Bryan
Sadowski, also placed third with a
clocking of 6.5 seconds in the men's
fifty-five meter dash.
Senior Chris Blanchet ran in the
men's one thousand meter and
ended up third at two minutes and
twenty-seven seconds.
Blanchet's performance qualified
him for the IC4A's.
BC's Terrance Dugan, a transfer,
won his event, the men's eight
hundred meter, with a time of one
minute and fifty-two seconds.

The men's triple jump provided
the Eagles with two more strong
finishes.
Adrian
Coach
Munoz-Bennett placed second with
a best attempt of forty-eight feet four
inches, while Harry Chow placed
fourth with his best of forty-three feet
five inches.
Freshman Kim Grovitc finished
eighth in her event, the fifty-five
meter high hurdles.
Among some of the other events
for BC athletes still to be contested
on Sunday were the mile, the five
thousand meters, and the throwing

the buzzer sounded to end
regulation time.
Maine forced the play into the
Eagles' zone early in the overtime,
outshooting them 3-0 before
Lalonde ended the drama by
gunning a shot from the edge of the
crease past Littman's right leg at 1:36.
The setback was BC's fifth
one-goal loss of the year,and third in
overtime. Their record of 2-4-1 in
January is helping to push them
closer to playoff elimination,
something which has never David Littman sprawling for one of his 29 saves in the overtime loss.
happened before.
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Women's Slalom
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Modern sports facility promises new look
by BRIAN CONNOR
For Boston College the 1980's
have been successful in many ways,
none more than athletics. Both BC's
basketball and hockey teams
compete in arguably the strongest
conferences in the nation, as well as
thefootball team appearing in four
bowls in the last six years.
It has been clear for quite some

To start all coaches, administrtative arena that will serve the dual
athletic offices, sports medicine purposes of hosting both basketball
fully operational.
facilities, and weight training rooms and hockey games. Current plans
"The new sports complex is all have the space and epuipment hold for the basketball floor to
completely state of the art, it is the they need to meet the demands of showcase an Eagle at center court
finest of its kind in the country, every athletic program. There will also be with the floor to be a historic
possible aspect was taken into conference and film rooms, a parquet design (sound familiar)? The
consideration for the building of this computerized ticket office, as well stadium will hold approximately
as souvenir shops, and concession 9500 people for a basketball game
structure," said Oslin.
and 8000 for hockey games.
The new sports center (yet to be stands throughout the building.
named) will serve many purposes.
The new center will feature a main
There will also be a seperate
practice basketball court in another
wing of the building which will seat
1000 people. The band will have
their own practice room which will
finally meet their well deserved
needs. The lighting for the center
will be such that national and
regional broadcasts will be possible,
something Roberts Center and
Mchugh Forum could not boast.
Oslin quickly adds "the new
center gives BC the opportunity to
hold an NIT basketball tournament
matchup, or an NCAA Final Four
hockey event, as well as concerts for
students, employment, and
hopefully revenue for the school."
In 1958 when Roberts Center and
McHugh Forum were built they fit
the needs of the school.
"Today BC is a viable sports force
in Boston and now we will have the
facilities to please everyone,"
concludes Oslin.

time the improvement in the athletic
program has not been matched
equally with improvements in

their 1988 football season at home
against USC the new arena will be

existing sports facilities.
Hence on September 25,1985 the
crying need for a new sports
complex was voted by the board of
trustees to be constructed.
According to Reid Oslin BC's
Sports Information Director on
September 3, when BC kicks off

Basketball victory
impressive at Garden
Basketball, from page 15.
Eagle freshman Corey Beasly and
Doug Able helped BC cruise down
the stretch.
The only scare the Eagles faced
from here on in wasn't from the
Friars, but instead from Steve
Benton, who had been so brilliant
on defense all night, went down at
the 3:45 mark. To the relief of the
7,101 in attendance, Benton walked
off the court complaining only of
stomach cramps from dehydration.
After the game, a relieved Jim
O'Brien said,"This was our game. It
wasn't their mistakes but our hard
work and intensity that won this
one.

"Stevie Benton did an absolutely
great job on Brooks. He played like
a man tonight. He played big",
O'Brien added.
Once again, Barros, who has
become one of the top guards in the
country,

handed

in a

stellar

performance. His outside shooting
and creative drives down the lane
crippled the Friars early and ?nabled
the Eagles to gamertheir early lead.
For now, BC is finally gaining the
respect their recent play warrants."We're really feeling confident
right now", said Barros. Clearly, the
Eagles are no longer a team the rest
of the Big East can take for granted.
What a difference a few victories can
make.
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The new Boston College sports arena is set to be completed for the 1988 tall spo.
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BC vs. Pittsburgh

Boston Garden Sat. Jan. 30 7pm

(Go to PC,Pitt,Nova & UConn games and
get a free t-shirt Compliments of Crystal
Transport and the Gold Rush.)

Hockey
at

vs. Providence
Harvard Jan. 27 7:00

Women's Hoop vs. UConn
Jan. 30 2:oopm Roberts Center

Track Meet vs Northeastern
Jan. 23, spm in Plex
Softball Meeting Thursday,
Feb. 4, 6pm in Plex

Stevie Benton's performance lead BC to an immense victory over Providence.

I

?Blue Chips of Boston College 9

I
°

2.
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Co-captain Barros is on a tear
Barros is a very fortunate person,
for being close to home, he usually
has some of his family in
attendance. "It definitely helps me
alot. My family has supported me
through all levels of playing
basketball, so I think it's definitely
a plus."

Barros, from page 15.
College." Thoughts and rumors
that Barros was going to transfer to
Ohio State after were confirmed to
be false. "I consider myself a good
player," Barros said,"Not a great
one. I don't think I'm so wonderful
that I have a right to complain about
the guys I'm out there with."
The change saw former Eagle
basketball star Jim O'Brien called
back to the Heights from St.

"Especially, when I come home,
their being into it so much, they can
really understand how I feel about
a certain loss or a win. They feel
when I feel, I think that support is
important and it has really helped
me through all my careers" Barros
added.
Growing up in Mattapan, the
Boston Garden was always a great
building. "Freshman year, I was
really, really thinking about it. The
great tradition, it was just something

Bonaventure.

"He's a player's coach. He really

gets down with the players and

understands the situations that
players go through."
"(O'Brien) was a great player
himself and was competitive. He
understands what's going on in a

3 Dana Barros
5-11 170lb.

Danna Barros' ability to create lanes has made him a constant threat.

'87

-

'88

Roller coaster, from page 15.

It doesn't matter if the names

have changed. Georgetown is

George-town. What's this? BC has

been leading the entire

game?

What? A tip-in by Mark Tillmon
with 14 seconds left has tied it up?
BC does not call for a time out?
Inbounds to Barros, fakes by two
guys, he's at mid-court with 5
seconds left. He pulls up at the free
throw line with 3 seconds, fakes
two guys into the air, steps to his
left. 1 second, shot, SWISH! Infamy,
I mean history! 68 66.
The roller coaster hits the vertical
and climbs to its highest point in the
-

last five years. First victory over the
Hoyas since '82-'B3. Wow! Good
thing for shoulder harnesses.
After a great high comes a great
low. Kinda like the Stock Market.
Not Syracuse again? Yes. Reality
sets in like eating moldy white
bread by accident. The roller
coaster hits the downward vertical
this time as the Eagles get blown out
in the second half, 90 60.
Ahh, the Providence rematch.
How nice. The roller coaster levels
off and cruises upward once again.
Steve Benton shuts down Delray
Brooks. Not bad. A respectable 3-4
in the Big East for a team that was
not supposed to win more than two
games.
The Big East. Boston College
basketball. Gotta love it! Thank
God for shoulder harnesses.
-

I

I
I

II
I

Junior

BC received yet another suprise
when senior forward Skip Barry
anounced he was walking off the
team for personal reasons. This
seemed to cast further gloom over
the upcoming season as the Eagles
lost his 8 ppg and 5 rebounds per
game.
More importantly, BC would be
losing one of their three seniors on
a team that had 5 young freshmen
in search of leadership.
"It hasn't really affected us at all
because of the play of Doug (Able)
and Corey (Beasley). I think we
have more, better athletes now, so
we can press more. It's the type of
game we play, more of a fast-paced
game, so I don't think it's (the loss
of Barry) hurt us, maybe a little on

Guard

Mattapan, Ma.

Career Highs:
Points 35 vs. Seton Hall (2/1/87)
Assists 11 vs. Florida Tech (12/22/87)
Rebounds 7 vs. Holy Cross (12/14/86) -7 vs. Providence (1/16/86)
Steals 5 vs. UConn (1/4/86)
player's mind. We can relate to
him."
Barros' sophomore campaign
proved personally successful, but
nowhere as well for the team.
Barros was elected to the Big East
Honorable Mention Team, and led
the conference in free-throw
percentage (.911), and eigth in
scoring (18.6 ppg).
The team was competitive for
halves of games, but could not
finish them off, reflected by the
Eagles 3- 13 Big East record, tying
with the University of Connecticut
for last place. It was a frustrating
season as the Eagles lost nine games
by six points or less.

you have to experience. I mean,
people say 'Hey, you guys play in
the Garden,' it's something tha has
really sunk in. I don't really look at
it that way now. I think the fan
support this year has been alot
better and that's made it more
gratifying."
This season has seen a new Eagle
basketball team, a pressing,
fast-break, up-tempo squad, "he's
(O'Brien) playing along to the type
of players we have. I think it was
definitely a good move. I think he
wanted to play like that last year,
but felt that we couldn't. It was a
good move and he thinks it was a

the boards."
Barros, still a junior, was elected
team captain with senior Tyrone
Scott by the rest of the team. He,
however, does not perceive his role
to have changed that dramatically.
"It's really not much different
from last year. Especially playing
point guard last year, where I wasn't
the captain, but I felt it was my
team. I felt I ran the team on the
court."
"I, basically, couldn't say what I
wanted, like 'listen to me, I'm the
captain,' but the players respected
me for the person that I am, not just
that I'm the captain," and Barros
does it better than anyone else.

770A/5"
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good move, and it's really helped
us out alot."
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PARTY AT

MOLLY'S

161 Brighton Ave
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CAPE COD SING ALONG WITH
GORDIE MILNE

I

DANCE PARTY

I

I
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Wednesday, January 27
8:00 pm 2:00 pm

I
I

I
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I
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*

Win free ski trips and tee shirts!
Ski club informational meeting:
January 27 at 5:15 pm, Murray Conference Room
2nd floor McElroy, across from post office
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Review

FILM STAGE MUSIC TELEVISION HUMOR ETC...

By WILLIAM LACH
Heights Review Editor

"A hundred authors compile to get their bread, and twenty fools extract, criticize, apologize,
and satirize these compilations to get bread also, because they have no profession."
-Voltaire

CUCKOO'S NEST
REVIEW

DEAR JOHN:
BACK NEXT WEEK!

JAMESJOYCE'S MASTERPIECE ADAPTS TO FILM

THE DEAD. A Film by John Huston. Written by
Tony Huston. Produced by Wieland Schulz-Keil
and Chris Sievemich. Starring Anjelka Huston
and Donal McCann. Now playing at the
Nickelodeon Cinema.

of

James Joyce. The

name evokes thought
one of the most revered writers in

literature. Ever.
Joyce's Collection of short stories, Dubliners,
published in 1916, conveys the starkness of
man's life through character interaction and

the epiphanies that each character
experiences. The book's last story,77ze Dead,
is the culmination of Joyce's novel, a
masterpiece of modern literature
Successfully adapting such a tale to screen
seems a challenging task; Joyce's free-form
plot, and his internal, metaphysical climax

primary character works well in
written form,, but appears as though it
would lose all power in passage from page
to screen. However, in his last film, John
Huston does justice to Joyce's 'The Dead in
what may well be the best motion picture
of 1987.
The story takes place at the turn of the
of

the

century as members of Dublin's upper class
a dinner party hosted by "The

gather for

Three Graces of the Dublin Musical
World." Roving about the party like just
another guest, the camera creates a direct
involvement of the audience with the film.

Donal McCann leads the cast as Gabriel
Conroy, a middle-aged teacher/writer,
marked by indifference toward his native
land. Anjelica Huston is Gretta, Gabriel's
distant, beautiful wife from the unrefined
west of Ireland. Gabriel's nervousness mixed
with a subde, condescending air of
intellectualism is expressed in half-glances
and an attitude of defdy feigned interest
with some of the other guests. Anjelica
Huston brings brings an affected social
her character while still
revealing Gretta's inescapable preoccupation
with the past.
charisma

to

Although McCann and Huston have the

most prominent roles in '77k DcmF, the
consummate supporting cast of
approximately ten actors taken from

caricatures.

Anjelica Huston waltzes with Frank Patterson in "The Dead."

FROM THE EDITOR:
Welcome back. I'm finally starting to get
used to campus again; last week 1 spent so
much time in the point, drop/add, and
bookstore lines that I was on the brink of
singing a few bars of 'Workers of the

World, Una*
By Thursday, the line for the bookstore
had stopped coiling out into the
move-it-or-lose-R McElroy Lobby, bat those

pamphleteer-evangelists, joan(of jewelry
fame), and an oddball assortment of my
favorite merchants had begun to set up
shop faster than I could dial the Home
Shopping Gub. I guess some things never
change. But I've forgotten about our
university's most recent acquisition: circular
garbage cans with chic metal lids! Those
old, square trash receptacles just didn't seem

two

do

the trick.

Along with the new trash dispensaries,
another notable difference this semester is
the change in editors for this section of the
paper, (This is probably the most

appropriate time tor me to give obligatory
introduction salutations.) Hello, my name is

William Lach.
At this point I would like to mention
what I hope the goals of this section will
be. In addition to providing weekly
coverage of the Arts in Boston, Heights
Review should pay chief attention to
on-campus entertainment events. While
post-performance critiques might seem
irrelevant, there are several good reasons for
publishing them. The first is that too often
artistic creativity on campus is bypassed for
such social yahoos as Celebrations Disco or
the Chestnut Hill Mall. I hope this section
will motivate students to get out of theiur
usual weekend routines and attend
on<ampus

events.

Secondly, this section should give student
performers a chance to receive criticism.
Excellence will be applauded when it is
due; however, writers of this section wiH

smile and nod blindly after every
performance as if they've just received a
hand-knitted purple afghan from their old
aunt Irma and don't want to make her cry.
As I expea to be fair but truthful in my
criticism, I hope all readers of this section
who lee! strongly about it will respond in a
similar manner.
Fd like to thank Ron Hcbsbie (yes, he's
back, fans and foes) 7 the previous editor of
this section, for His work and as review
editor last semester. Ron will continue to be
a regular contributor for Heists Review (take
a look at his '10 most disappointing films'
article in this edition).
Finally 1 hope you will be pleased with
the few small changes to this section, such
as the two illustrated features and the 'quote
of the week'box. 1 would also like to
introduce Aileen Park as the new assistant
review editor. Aileen has been a regular
Contibutor this section; she'll be hoping me
out this semester. One of her more notable
articles last semester was her interview
with Michael Knight; m this issue she tells
why she doesn't rave about Broadcast News
and why she She's Having A Baby should
have been aborted before the cameras
started to roll. Well, for now all that I can
say is that it's been a pleasure Enjoy the
not

Lily(Rachel Dowling), playing

understanding of who these people are,
what their ideals are, and consequendy feels
a sense of emptiness without depression.
Huston's directing is emotional and
involving; yet it is not overblown and
sentimental as in Steven Spielberg's The
Color Purple. When one of the aging
hostesses of the dinner party attempts to
warble 'Arrayed for the Bridal' Huston
doesn't linger on this scene nor choose an
atmosphere of mockery or pity. The camera
catches a glimpse of the other guests' silent
mocking politeness, but the perspective
seems detached and almost disinterested as
the camera drifts to an empty room, filled
with the vacant winter coats of the party's
;

guests. The room is examined with an air

of deliberateness, revealing old portraits, a
rosary a miniature shoe collection, all the
while with the feeble wavering of the
hostess' singing emanating from the other
room. Through the emptiness of this scene,
Huston presents Joyce's conclusion that 'one
by one [we are] all becoming shades.'
adaption of the
effectively lifts much
of the film's dialogue direcdy from Joyce's
tale and knows when to break up parts of
Tony Huston's

Dublin's Abbey Theatre, gives one the
impression that separate films could be
made about each of them. Even with
characters that could easily fall into
stereotypes, all of the actors extend their
parts well beyond two dimensional

to
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a

maid, has few lines in the film, yet her
bitterness, anxiety and odd eagerness to
please others makes her more than just
another servant.
The first half of the film takes place at a
dinner party; people talk, laugh, drink,
demonstrate artistic talents, and create
minor altercations, yet no actual story
arises. Through various brief glances at the
characters' personalities, one obtains an

the work that would be awkward on film.
The last scene, where Gabriel becomes
conscious of his "wayward and flickering
existence" is as much an epiphany for the
audience as it is for the character, stating
life's transience and ridiculousness.

In essence, The Dead is a moving,
thoughtful work that is as much a
statement on life itself as it is on Huston,
who died in "in the full glory of some
passion" rather "than fade and wither
dismally with age." Joyce would be pleased.

EMPEROR EPIC
By KURT G. HALL
Heights Film Critic
THE LAST EMPEROR. A film by Bernardo
Benolucci. Written by Mark Pephe. Produced by
Jeremy Thomas. Starring John Lone, Joan Chen,
and Peter Olook Now playing at the Charles
and Harvard Satiate Cinemas.

eventually foiled as the new political regime
seized Pu Yi and his followers, arresting

them for treason. Pu Yi's ill-fated reign
serves as the backdrop for this beautifully
filmed true and fascinating story.
The film opens with Pu Yi, a greying

man imprisoned as a political traitor, telling
his tale in restrospect Bertolucci highlights
the contrasts between the splendor of the
A wonderful epic biography, The Last
empire and the drabness of the republic as
well as the emperor's transition from a
Emperor is a visual feast as well as a
sensitive depiction of a man's fall from
feisty urchin to a broken old man. By
grandeur. Thrust onto the throne at the age interjecting several amusing events in the
of three, Pu Yi remained within the
young emperor's life, the director (known
Forbidden City (an area not much larger
for his steamy Last Tango in Paris) intimately
than our own humble campus) for 18 years treats Pu Yi's decline without being
while the rest of China was transformed
exploitative. The Last Emperor is, at times,
into a republic. The emperor then fled to
very funny.
John Lone runs the gamut by playing the
Manchuria, the homeland of his ancestors,
to rule once again. This plan was
EMPEROR, p. 23

section.

REVIEW
MEETING
Today. spm

screen

story is well done; he

John Lone and Joan Chen from "The Last

Emperor."
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CHER STRIKES AGAIN!

BABy BOMB
By AILEEN PARK
Heights Assistant Review Editor

SHE'S HAVING A BABy. A new film written,
produced, and directed by John Hughes. Starring
Kevin Bacon and Elizabeth McGovem. Now
at a theatre near you.

playing

Welcome to Cinema Hell, with your
host, John Hughes. You enter with an open
mind, but soon you are caught in a
quagmire of flat, idiotic characters and a
mindless script. Horrified, you sit, longing

for escape, as every stereotype and cliche
you have ever heard of flashes before your
eyes. Jake (Kevin Bacon), a young married
man unsure of committment; Kristy
(Elizabeth McGovem), his frumpy wife, a
terrible cook devoted "with all she is" to
her husband but not really into sex Oake
has to use breath freshener and pump some
iron while wearing his tight underwear to
turn her on); suburban couples who are
boring and stupid (Jake: "I'm writing a
book." Dumb Neighbors [with a look of
puzzlement]: "Book??"); and the Hipster
Bimbo Girlfriend of Husband's
Free-Wheeling Best Buddy, who would
"puke" anywhere outside of New York

City.
You think, unwittingly, that the
experience cannot become any more
excruciating until you are subjected to
inexplicable "surrealistic" scenes such as one
where the neighbors dance with their lawn
mowers, and another where the walls of a
room literally close in on Jake.
As you finally ascend from the theater,
you conclude that John Hughes' only
salvation is the use of cinematic birth
control.

By LAURA FREE

MOONSTRUCK. A film by Norman Jewison.
Written by John Patrick Shanley. Produced by
Patrick Palmer and Norman Jewison. Starring Cher
and Nicholas Cage. Now playing at the Circle
Cinema.

Suffering from the back-to-B.C. blues?
Perhaps a genuinely amusing movie is what
you need to see. If this be the case,
Moonstruck's an enjoyable release.
Directed by Norman Jewison ( known for
his screen-version musical hits Fiddler on The
Roof, Jesus Christ Superstar, and more recendy
for his 1984 film success, A Soldiers Story),
this film is full of crazy yet sophisticated
surprises.
Cher stars as Loretta Castornini, a
widowed Italian bookeeper who lives with
her family in an ethnic neighborhood in
the bad
Brooklyn. Attempting to mend
feelings between her fiance 7 Johnny (
Danny Aiello-you know, Madonna's papa
in her "Papa Don't Preach" video), and his
brother Ronny( Nicholas Cage), Loretta sets
out to personally invite Ronny to her
wedding. Yet even though she finds him to
be a bitter, hot-headed baker, she falls in
love with him after a one-night romp by
the light of the full moon. But what about
Johnny? Yes, Loretta's in a muddle;
however, she agrees to accompany Ronny
once again to see "La Boheme" at The
,

cultural aspect, thus giving Ronny a
polished edge. A very realistic picture of the
Italian family and their lifestyle is
manifested in Moonstruck. The authenticity
of their Brooklyn accents is great (especially
Cher's), and the settings are superb, right
down to the lace doilies draped around the
Castorini livingroom, and that
oh-so-familiar portrait of lesus on a table.
Through scenes in the neighborhood's
restaurant (where waiter/family friend
"Bobo" works) and bakeries, you're
submerged in the ambiance of "Little Italy".
But perhaps the greatest strength of this
film was the constant and hilarious rapport
among the Castorini family. Cher must be
commended for her role as Loretta. She's
voluntarily dowdy, yet still attractive with a
"touch of grey" in her hair. However,
before her date with Ronny at The Met,
she becomes a new woman (she washes
that grey right outta her hair), and slips
into a sexy red dress! There's nothing
superficial about her performance. She's
quick with her blatandy comical remarks,
as well as having a cool, collected

disposition during many frenzied situations.
Loretta's mother (Olympia Dukakis), steals
the show in terms of a collected character.
She plays the faithful and understanding
"I've cooked and cleaned for forty years"
housewife/mother, always coming up with
something biting and satirical to say and
usually with a completely expressionless
face. When discovering that her husband
(Vincent Gardenia) is cheating on her; she
doesn't bother to become upset, but instead
has just one question to ask why do men
chase women?
Nicholas Cage does a fairly good job of
balancing his tough guy/romantic-at-heart
emotions and still being funny now and
then, but his humor is inconsistent and
often poindess. Perhaps he should have
stayed in the Valley...
This film is exceptional in regards to the
music and convincing scenery yet I'm not
absolutely "moonstruck" by Moonstruck, nor
do I now feel inspired to fall in love with a
greasy baker. However, for it's charming wit
and zany ethnic flair, it's a romantic
comedy worth seeing.
--

Mer

Although Moonstruck has a potentially
corny plot, Norman Jewison's well-practiced
directing skills ensure that it isn't. Ronny
Cammareri's rough, unshaven character has
a great appreciation for music, or as he tells
Loretta, "I have two loves in my life. You
and the opera." Jewison has tastefully
arranged this wacky story around the
beauty of the Italian opera as an important

The starry-eyed cast of Norman

Jewison's "Moonstruck."

10 MOST DISAPPOINTING FILMS OF 1987

RONALD J. HEBSHIE
Critic At Large!

Though 1987

career killers, but anyone who

signed on to
do this bomb deserves whatever they get.

was a banner year for box

office grosses, film quality did not improve
by any great leaps and bounds. The year
was by no means the worst in recent
memory but it seems that an increasing
number of filmmakers were satisfied with
letting their product just scrape by. These
films were generally harmless, inoffensive
pieces of fluff that, with a bit more talent
and creativity, could have been quite good
indeed. Though you cannot expect every
film that comes down the pike to be of
Oscar quality, it is not unreasonable to
want Hollywood to generate movies that
are worth the audience's time and money.
The twelve films on my list are not the
worst of the year, merely the most
disappointing. It has become far too easy
these days to compile a list of rotten films,
what with the likes of Superman IV and
Jaws: The Revenge slithering around the
nation's movie houses. With this in mind,
my list examines a group of films that had
the potential to be something more than
major failures. Unfortunately, for one reason
or another, something went wrong in the
creative process. The list is in alphabetical
order

THE BELIEVERS
When director John Schlesinger first
looked at the script for The Believers, he must
have seen gold. Unfortunately for him, the
film that could have spurred the re-birth of
the modern horror genre, instead ends up
pounding yet another nail in its coffin. Fine
performances from Martin Sheen, Helen
Shaver, and Robert Loggia are wasted in
this muddled and ultimately unsatisfying
mix of voodoo, murder, and mystery.
CREEPSHOW II
The only scary thing in this dismal
sequel is the prospect .of sitting through the
entire film. Given the overall quality of the
original, there is no reason why this
follow-up couldn't have been half way
decent at the very least. The

"performances" by stars George Kennedy,
Lois Chiles, and Dorothy Lamour are all

THE GOLDEN CHILD
Moldy
Child, The Golden Bile, call it
77k
what you will, but this Eddie Murphy
vehicle is utter garbage. If Murphy is indeed
the talent that his publicists would have us
believe, then what on earth is he doing in
this film? Filling his fat wallet? Feeding his
bloated ego? Proving his amazing greed?
Take your pick, all three probably apply to
the motivations that drive this young
comedian. The Golden Child is poorly
written, sexist, and one of that curious
breed of comedies that have no funny lines.
Murphy unfortunately knows (or has been
told by his cronies) that his name alone
draws crowds, and knowledge such as this
is dangerous in the hands of such a bloated
ego. As long as audiences make his wallet
grow with almost no effort on his part,
Murphy will continue flashing his toothy
grin and laughing like a horse. . all the
way to the bank.

HOLLYWOOD SHUFFLE
Hey kids, did you know that young
director Robert Townsend literally gave the

shirt off his back to get Hollywood Shuffle
made? And I'm sure you heard coundess
stories about him using credit cards to buy
film stock. Yup, he husded, scrimped, and
struggled to make his first motion
picture. . .gee whiz. Did you also know
that just about every young filmmaker goes
through the same hell to get a film made?
You might think that Townsend was the
first filmmaker who had to struggle to
make it. Why all the hoopla then? It seems
critics were more interested in his color
than the quality of his work. While I will
be the first to agree that there is a serious
lack of all minorities in the film industry,
should Townsend's color mean that a trite,
shallow, and unoriginal film such as
Hollywood Shuffle must be praised? Let's hope
not. If you want to see an innovative and
funny film by a talented director who also
happens to be black, take a look at Spike
Lee's She's Gotta Have It.

LABAMBA
Being a Ritchie Valens fan, I truly wanted
to like this film version of his life. Too bad
director Louis Valdez chose to portray
Valens in the shadow of his older brother
(Esai Morales). Lou Diamond Phillips
(Valens) and Morales act their little hearts
out, sweat a lot and have a slew of plane
crash nightmares (oooh, foreshadowing), but
it7 s all for naught here. The brother is stuck
in the unenviable position of being depicted
as the baddie while the rest of the cast
drowns in sugar and spice and everything
nice. To top it all of is the soundtrack, a
needles and shameful slew of Valens
re-makes by Tex-Mex rockers Los Lobos.
;

THE LOST BOYS
This vampire film screams "cool" ad
nauseum. The Lost Boys is so proud of its
fartsy editing hot costumes, and cool
music, that the film's "ego" might as well
leap of the screen and slap the viewer
sqaure across the face. Director Joel
Schumacher seems to have edited this mess
in a blender, but gee, the soundtrack is like
real bitchin'. Too bad these bloodsuckers
didn't stay lost.
THE MORNING AFTER
Sure Jane Fonda is a fine actress, but any
one of her workout tapes has more
suspense than this clunker of a mystery.
You see, I don't think the filmmakers realize
that the most important element in any
murder mystery has something to do with
the audience not knowing the identity of
the killer. The fact that it took me just
under half an hour to figure out the ending
of the film seems to indicate a major plot
problem. Had director Sydney Lumet
concentrated more on the script and less on
pretty shots of LA backstreets. .well, you
know how it goes.
.

NO WAY OUT
Great tide, it says a lot about how I felt
having to sit in a small room and watch
this film. If the movie accomplishes
anything it is the longest build-up to the
most inane plot twist ever. Kevin Costner
and Sean Young can't even generate any
heat while humping in the back of a limo.
He's boring, she eventually dies, and the

whole thing ends up a crashing bore with a
pisser of a cop-out climax.

REVENGE OF THE NERDS II
For so-called director Joe Roth, I am
making a copy of my first film. It's called
Revenge of the Angry Critic. No fireworks, no
stars, no sequels, just a good, hard slap on
your talendess kisser. Same on you Mr.
Roth, you defiler of blissful nerd fans

everywhere.
SECRET OF MY SUCCESS
What secret? Michael J. Fox was the star,
so who gives a hoot about things like
comedy, plot, and characterization. Was Fox
cute? Of course. Was Fox spunky? Most
definitely. Was Fox funny? Not a chance.
Does this matter? Apparently not. I have a
suggestion for Fox fans, watch him on
Family Ties each week. He's funny on TV,
watching the show costs you nothing and
your money can be used toward more
worthy pursuits, like padding your wallet.
SOMEONE TO WATCH OVER ME

Oh, Ridley Scott, what in

creation were

you on when you made this dog?
Accomplishing the seemingly impossible
task of making a film more overblown than
Legend (his last film), Scott throws
everything from flashing flashing lights to
billows of fake fog at the audience in an
all-out effort to keep patrons awake. Stars
Tom Berenger and Mimi Rogers are
laughably wooden, with the only spark of
interest being provided by the wonderful
Lorraine Bracco (as Berenger's wife).
WISDOM

Wow, does Emilio Estevez have balls. Not
only did he accept screen credit for writing
and directing this piece of junk, but he also
admitted to doing both in interviews. If

Estevez had any "wisdom" (sorry, bat! pun)
he would have bailed out of this project
without hesitation. Maybe he needed
money. Maybe he needed to see his cute
mug on the big screen. Maybe he wanted
to give gal pal Demi Moore z larger than
life boffing Hey, who really cares. The film
sucked, I'm tired of discussing it, so let's
shove off from these shores of low quality
and look to next week for my list of the
ten best films of 1987.
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By Kathy Adams
Heights Lifestyle Correspondent
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1987 was a chaotic year in fashion, to say
the least: Hemlines were up down7 and all
around, the "men's look" still seemed to
haunt us, and body-wrapping slinked down
the street right next to flower-printed,
baggy-dressing. Consequendy, the average
fashion-starved woman was left bewildered:
To whom did she look for divine guidance,
you ask? Why, to Hollywood, of course,
haven of trendsetters and mutators!
(1) Brigitte Nielson
I can't understand this woman's supposed
sense of fashion. Danish-born, beautiful,
(real?) blond, built she could do amazing
things with clothing. Why all the Saran
Wrap, dear? As far as I'm concerned, too
much of anything is a bad thing in fashion.
Too much spandex, latex rubber, and black
leather does not a credible Hollywood
seductress make! What, Brigitte, trying to
top Wendy-O-Williams as the world's No.l
bondage queen? Or perhaps you're helping
to keep the plastics industry in business. By
the way, her latest fashion miscarriage; a
metal breast-plate bustiere. Can we call her
'Tin-Tits" now? How about "Brass
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Boobs"?

Anderson
We've learned to live with the
Farrah-inspired, plasticene, corn-husk hair,
but her clothes ugghhh! ZOOM Time
Warp mid-seventies WKRP she's still here!
Revealing V-necklines with ruffles,
wraparound disco dresses, clunky spike
heels; do they even sell this stuff anymore?
Burt Reynolds is no catch, honey, but do
yourself a favor and dress up a litde for
yourself!
(3) Justine Bateman
One of America's newest
sweethearts. . one of the Brooke Shields
generation. This girl just has no clue With
all the money she's making playing a ditz
on Family Ties, you'd think she would invest
in a decent wardrobe. Huge, body-covering
elastic bands and (yawn) Top-Gun inspired,
real "distressed" leather jackets just don't cut
it anymore in the Hollywood fashion
jungle.
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Mary Hart
former beauty queen, current Entertainment
Tonight tigress. . .but fashion failure. The
wardrobe department can be blamed for
part of her problem on-screen, but I've seen
her off-screen too it just gets worse!
Neon-green fluffy sweaters and
pink-til-you-puke everything make her look
like some king of mutated bunny
Easter-basket decoration. Also, 4 inches of
"Cherry Bomb" kissing potion is blinding
to your average poor American viewer.
Finally, I have little respect for the style of
a woman who's big number on Dolly
Parton's show was a personal
dancing/singing rendition of 'Foodoose".
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(Speaking 0f...)D011y Parton

Another one whose hair I just want to

forget. Budweiser Beer-can curls are out,
cutie if you're going to wear wigs, at least
try to make them look good. I know sweet
little ol Dolly looks thin and wonderful,
and thin and beaming and thin (they keep
telling us that on her variety ho-down
show every week); so why not dress up the
new bod with something people can
stomach? Y'all know what? Cheap glitz,
multi-color spandex, 12 inch glitter belts,
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the place just reminds us of how strong her
penchant for attracting men really is. She
just looks so used. .
.

and stiletto
country

city-folk

western

boots make this

sweet

a doggone sassy
tart. Get some taste, sweetie.

girl look like

(6) Elizabeth

(7)

Tyne Daly

It looks like the Donna Mills makeup
method has struck and mutated again.
Wings of frosty-blue and sparkly-white
eyeshadow make her look like Rockin'
Barbie. And multicolor coordinating clothes
don't help things. She looks better dressing
the way she does on her show than she
does making futile attempts to be
fashionable.
(8) Linda Evans

Taylor

We all know that purple is her passion
(heated breath, heavy panting etc) Liz
thinks she's Hollywood's everything
(including fashion) royalty, but 1 have some
news for her. Too regal, Liz, and why so
tight? Is that why you're always panting
and speaking in a seductive, raspy voice? I
see that the Joan Collins syndrome has hit
the higher ranks; boobies falling out all over

faTPO

have
.so

-

;

She! KervS^cn

The first of the Dynasty trio on my list.
YAWN. . .this woman is so beige and
bland. And those quarterback shoulder pads
are getting just plain annoying. Lose the
flippy things on the hairdo too, dear. Call
Oprah up get some colored scarf tips or
-

something.

(9) Joan Collins
EEEK!!! She just plain scares the livin'

///
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of me. I heard a wild rumor
that she's only a 32A but wears special
'Bust Booster7 dresses to squish and shoot
her up to a 36DD. Unruly breasts are out,
Joan, and tightening the dress can't stop an
expanding waistline. Lose the
'jet-black-in-a-bottle' wig and the three
layers of Tammy Faye falsies and you'll be
on your way to fashion redemption.

daylights

out

complete without
my old friend Heather Locklear at the top?
I see marriage to Tommy Lee (head Modey
Crue maniac) has considerably enhanced
her sense of style. Tight jeans, another
Farrah do, are we in another time-warp?
Spike-healed boots, blouses unbuttoned
down to the navel heavy metal hell seems
to have done a number on poor Heather's
,
wardrobe.
Finally, I was looking forward to making
up a list of "1987 fashion messiahs" but I
got a headache trying to think of enough
to at least fill a paragraph. Well, maybe
next year.
(10) What list would be

-

NOT NECESSARILY THE BROADCAST NEWS
By AILEEN PARK
Heights Assistant Review Editor

BROADCAST NEWS. A film written, produced,
and directed by James L. Brooks. Starring William
Hurt, Albert Brooks, and Holly Hunter. Now

flaying

at

a theatre near you.

Broadcast News is a highly entertaining
romantic comedy that stops just short of
being a great film. Set in a Washington,
DC. network news bureau, it touches upon
the ethical questions, high-pressure
atmosphere, and politics involved in the
field of broadcast journalism. The true
substance and humor of the film, though, is
derived from the depth of its central
characters.
Tom Grunick (William Hurt) is a
somewhat ignorant man whose good looks,
motivation, and perfect performance before
a camera more than make up for his
intellectual drawbacks. His easily attained
success as an anchorman may not be
forgivable, but it is certainly understandable.

Tom is a skillful manipulator, and he is
charming even when the audience knows
he is lying. His particular kind of
intelligence manifests itself in subde ways.
Tom continually and openly admits to his
limitations; truly stupid people do not
publicly acknowledge their own ineptitude.
He therefore gains a humility that is
appealing. Credit should be given James
Brooks and William Hurt for creating a
character so complex; Tom is very likable
with seemingly pure intentions, yet
somehow he

complete

does not

command respect or

trust.

Aaron Altman (Albert Brooks), on the
other hand, is a highly intelligent character,
victimized because of his less than attractive
image, both personally and professionally.
Despite his growing cynicism and
bitterness, he retains an appeal with his
great sense of humor and an insight which
jars the audience. Especially well depicted is
the intimate nature of his friendship with
Jane Craig; theirs is a relationship that is
uniquely close, and it reveals the more

sensitive, vulnerable side of both of them.
Holly Hunter is most impressive as Jane
Craig. Last seen as Nicholas Cage's
unsophisticated wife in Raising Arizona, she
makes Jane one of the most interesting and
complex characters ever seen on film. Jane
is a brilliant, driven producer who is
obsessively ordered and ethical, but not a
tyrant by any means. Her regularly
scheduled cries provide an oudet for an
emotional side which only subdey reveals
itself otherwise. Jane easily commands the
most respect in the film, while at the same
time evoking the most sympathy. Her
integrity is admirable, but is she ultimately

happy?

Based on the strength of these characters
and their realistically ambiguous fate,
Broadcast News is an enjoyable,
thought-provoking film. But James Brooks
cannot seem to help reverting to cheap,
sitcom tactics. When Aaron tries his hand
anchorman, he is an unbelievable mess
covered in a deluge of sweat. The scene
falls into madcap silliness as a panicking

at

crew runs around him 7 even

bumping into
things. Another scene, potentially powerful
but ultimately farcical, is one where Jane
delivers a speech to other members of her
profession. She shows a clip of the Japanese
Domino Championships, which all three
networks aired instead of reporting a
change in disarmament talks. Everyone
applauds the clip and walks out on her
moralizing speech. Jane's well-made point is

lost on all but the movie audience, which
puts us in a dangerously superior position.
When we understand and agree with
something that all of her addressed
colleagues don't, we become far removed
from the reality of a problematic situation.
James Brooks seems hypocritical in that he
compromises making a hard-driving point
for entertainment's sake; he is at his best
when he is subde.
As a whole, though, Broadcast News is well
worth seeing. Few films have characters as
three-dimensional and enjoyable, and Holly
Hunter's performance may be the best of
the year.
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CUCKOO'S NEST
on the chaos he creates. Towards the end of
the play snippets of weakness are revealed;
such as his indecisive reaction to the

By WILLIAM LACH

Heights Review Editor

discovery of his mandatory confinement. In
this, he achieves the delicate
needed for his character;
however, this facet of his personality is
revealed too late in the play.
Another problem with One Flew Over the
Cuckoo's Nest lies in its direction. Director
Maura Joyce is, admittedly, using a

The contemporary theatre's decision to
present Ken Kesey's One Flew Over the

scenes such as
balance that is

Cuckoos Nest was an ambitious one. In the
inavoidable shadow of the classic film of
the same name, the cast members risk
comparison to actors along the likes of Jack
Nicholson. Whether or not this comparison
is made,(l, personally have not seen the
film) Cuckoos Nest demands strong leads due
to the intense physical and psychological
struggles that the play involves and an
exceptional director because of the aggresive
characters, frequent scene changes, and
surrealistic undertones contained in the
work. The Contemporary Theatre's
production is interesting and involving yet
due to flaws in the acting and direction, it
feels to deeply affect its audience.
The main character, Randle P. McMurphy,
is acted with great stage presence by Erik
Jacobson. As a young rebel who avoids
prison by allowing himself to be
institutionalized, McMurphy is aggressive
enough to show hiumself as one who
won't allow "the system" to take advantage
of him.
Portraying Head Nurse Ratched, Karin
Anglin seems to understand the
psychological workings of her character, but
her performance is not without flaws.
During a scene where Ratched holds "group
therapy" meetings, Anglin convincingly
breaks down characters with maliciousness
that is draped in maternal sympathy.
However, as a foil for the strong
McMurphy, Anglin lacks firm aggresiveness.
Often in confrontations with him, she
seemed to occasionally cross her hands in
front of herself with little-girl coyness, even
taking a half-step back when physically
confronted by McMurphy. This leads back
to one of the flaws of Jacobson's
performance as McMurphy. Often

McMurphy's actions are too forceful,

somewhat constricting space. However, it

seems as if she could have used O' Connell
House more effectively. Chief Bromden
frequendy enters an unmentioned room
behind him for no apparent reason. Did all

of the doors necessarily have to be used?
Also, the frequent extinguishing of the
lights at dramatic climaxes often appears to
be done prematurely. Perhaps the lights
could have been slowly dimmed for a more
dramatic effect.
Despite these flaws, One Flew Over the
Cuckoos Nest is supported by a generally
outstanding cast of minor characters.
Marty Nathan was impressive as the
nervous, stuttering young man with a
mother complex. In a scene where he
breaks down before Nurse Ratched, he
allows himself to be absorbed by the scene
without overacting.

A minor, but well acted role is that of
Scanlon, portrayed by Chris Sullivan.

Sullivan's schizophrenic,"l'm making a
bomb" was hilarious.
Sean Kennedy as Cheswick used excellent
facial expressions while never breaking
character.
In a somewhat disappointment, Boris
Kogan as Chief Bromden appeared miscast,
lapsing in and out of an "Indian" gait and
accent. In addition, Brien Lang's
performance as Martini was equally
distressing watching him overexaggerate his
hallucinations.
One Flew Over the Cuckoos Nest strongest
asset was its supporting cast. Overall, it
was a worthy grasp at modern drama.

too

callous in the first half of the play for the
audience to empathize with him and cheer

WZBC NOTES:
By JOHN MCWEENEY
Over Christmas break, 1 had the
opportunity to travel to Peru to visit my
uncle who has been living there for the
last twelve years. The trip was very
pleasant and the mountains very scenic
but Peruvian radio was awful. Every other
song was either Julio Iglesias or Menudo. I
was disturbed that a country so rich in
musical heritage would prefer listening to
regurgitated disco Arriving back in the US
I was struck with the idea that music such
as Peruvian reed songs would be perfect
to enrich and diversify the format of
WZBC. Not just Peruvian music but a
mixture of all traditional international
music.
Within the next month WZBC, Boston

title role from the age of 18 until in his

stylish performance

as a

revered emperor and abused prisoner. Lane's
portrayal is particualrly touching in the final
scenes when he returns to the Forbidden
City (which has been turned into a popular
tourist trap) to relive his "glory days". He
creates a genuinely emotional moment
which does not ooze sappy sentimentality.
Another commendable performance was
given by Joan Chen as the empress Wan
Jung. She plays a beautiful but tragic
character who7 like her husband, becomes
caught up in a whirlwind of circumstance.
She is outstanding as an opium addict
(especially when she eats an entire flower

;

JThe

featured.

The result is an enjoyable and
aesthetically appealing film which gives an
intelligent insight to a misunderstood
figurehead of a complex country. The Last
Emperor stands firmly in the genre of epic
filmmaking.

film stars.
Peter OToole deserves special mention as
Reginald Johnston,the young emperor's
smug tutor. He reeks of Anglicism with his
top hat tails and stiff upper lip introducing
the emperor to Western history, languages,

The Academic Vice

find five new DJ.s who want to play
international music. Don't despair about
the time; it is a well established fad that
over 30 percent of the work force are
employed overnight. I urge anyone who is
interested in this new format, or anyone
who is interested in any aspect of radio,
to attend WZBC's general meeting, at 7
pm Thursday, January 28th in Higgins
304.
WZBC Weekend will be on Friday and
Saturday night at the Rat in Kenmore
Square. Talented local acts such as The
Wild Stares and Think Tree will be
must

In addition to the talented cast, the
directorial acheivments are outstanding;
seemingly flawless in the cinematography,
with elaborate sets and lavish costumes
making a convincing period piece.
Bertolucci has an exceptional talent for
directing on a large scale. In one scene he
manages to coordinate a militia of
thousands into silent and perfecdy straight
rows. In another, he herds a multitude of
students who parade through the streets
waving their Litde Red Books in a Maoist
demonstration. Add to all this a powerfully
orchestrated soundtrack (with the help of
David Byrne) which complements the
awesome intensity created throughout the
entire film.

arrangement at a diplomatic dinner party).
Chen is an accomplished actress having
received The Golden Rooster (China's
counterpart to our Oscar) for Best Actress.
She is considered one of China's favorite

;

College's radio station will be introducing
its new international format which will
broadcast Monday through Friday 2 am til
6 am. However, before we can begin, we

and customs. Johnston serves as Pu Yi's
only link with the outside world. Known
for playing the tide role in Lawrence of
Arabia, O'Tbole is lives up to his reputation
as a fine screen actor in this film.

EMPEROR, from p. 20
sixties and gives a
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Remembering Reverend Joseph Shea, SJ
By Reverand Leonard Mahoney, S.J
Rev. Joseph Shea, S.J., the Assistant
Director of Development and
University Representative to
Athletics, died on December 11 after
a virile two year battle with cancer.
A native of Arlington, Father Joe,
as his legions of friends called him,
was 69 when God summoned him
to his great reward.
Two words are synonymous with
Father Shea-sterling and service. A

product fashioned from sterling
silver has always been considered to
be of top quality.
This is the reason why sterling is
synonymous with Father Shea's
name. Father Joe possessed a
sterling character. Those of us who
were privileged to be his close
friends were aware that he was a
magnificent priest and person.
He was a handsome man with a
strong physique, a vigorous nature,
and a winning personality, who was
geniunely interested in everyone he
met.

The second word that is
synonymous with Father Shea is
service. He was a member of the
Boston College Class of 1940. He
loved the Heights and he was very
popular with his classmates.
Father Joseph Duffy, the Rector of
the Jesuit Community, quoted in his
excellent homily from the 1940 Sub
Turri that "Popularity is so often
confused with notoriety that one
feels reluctant about using the term
except concerning persons for
whom
meaning
its
is
incontrovertible. Joe Shea is just a
person."

Ireland, Joe entered the Society of

Jesus,

He was the first member fo the
family to become a Jesuit. His older
brother John had become a
Franciscan priest and later on his
sister Margaret became a Franciscan
nun.
As a novice, Brother Shea took to
heart the message of service, which

his Novice Master, Father John
Smith, instilled into his youthful
charges. Father Smith quoted the
passage from St. Luke, "Give good
measure, pressed down, shaken
together and overflowing."
Mr. Shea, as a Junior at
Shadowbrook and later as a
Philosopher at Weston College in
Weston, MA, and a Regent (teaching

in some aspects to the two years of personality was a tremendous
noviceship) at Auriesville, NY. He advantage tohim in raising money in
acquired there a strong devotion to his Development work for the
Blessed Kateri Tekawitha and the University.
Father Shea's Mass of Christian
Jesuit North American Martyrs.
His first appointment after Burial took place at St. Ignatius
tertianship was to be Dean of Men Church at 7:30 p.m. on December
in the A&S and Director of Resident 14. It was one of the most impressive
Students at Boston College. In 1958, that a BC Jesuit priest ever had with
University 112 priests concelebrating with Fr.
he
became
Representative to Athletics. Vincent (John), his brother.
Two members of the hierarchy
Commencing in 1962 with his
were
appointmentfrom the General of the
present. Every pew was
occupied
Rector
and the rear aisles had
High,
of BC
Society as
positions of honor were showered friends standing in them.

Almost all his former athletes,
who were able to do so, returned to
Chestnut Hill to pay him a final
his sterling qualities, he was tribute. Fr. John Dinneen, the
appointed Rector of Cheverus High University Chaplain, was the
scholastic) at Cranwell Preparatory School in Portland, ME in 1968 for efficient MC.
School in Lenox, MA put the the customary six years and then
Fr. Monan had spoken touching
scriptural exhortation into practice. remained there for three years as its words of praise, previous to the
He was utterly selfless in his charity President.
Mass.
He was also dedicated in addition
During the Liturgy, in addition to
and service to his brother Jesuits and
Fr. Joseph Duffys moving homily,
students.
to his faculty and students to his
It was at Cranwell that his thirty family. There were strong bonds Rev. Robert Manning, the Provincial
year friendship with Bill Flynn, the linked to gether by their Irish parents of the New England Province of
Jesus, extended his sincere sympathy
Director of our Athletic Association, in the home on Webster Street.
to
sister,
began.
headed it. Father
the Shea family.
Mary, his
brother,
years
At the conclusion of three
of John, his Franciscan
Brother William Frost, who took
theological studies after his return to Margaret, his Franciscan sister, Paul, care of Fr. Shea during his illness told
Weston from Cranwell, he was his married brother, Barbara, his
ordained in 1952 by Most Rev. sister-in-law, and their children
Richard Cushing, the beloved gathered togetherfor joyousreunios
Cardinal Archbishop of Boston.
on birthdays, holidays and other
I had the honor of being the festive occasions.
Subdeacon at his first Mass with his
After a brief refresher course in
brother John as Deacon. I also Theology at the North American
at
served in this capacity at thefuneral College in Rome, Father Shea
Masses of his mother and father. returned to BC in the double
He made his tertianship (a year capacity mentioned at the
given to ascetical theology similiar beginning of this article. His
on him.

At the conclusion of his six years
in office at BC High, on account of

Rev. Joseph Shea, SJ,
members of the Community at St.
Mary;s Hall where he is the
infirmarian that "He was a real
follower of the soldier saint, Ignatius
of Loyola, never complaining during
his long ordeal."
Fr. George Drury, another close
Jesuit friend stated, "We now have
a powerful intercessor in heaven." It
may ve truthfully said of Fr. Joe-we
will not see his like again.

Writers needed for news!!!! Join
the Heights. Contact Linda

Wilenski

552-3512. Come join

the fun!

Deeply influenced by his Jesuit
professors who were God's
instruments as well as by a religious
home which was presided over by
his father Dennis and his mother
Bridget, both born in County Kerry,

AlO3
Art and reason

Supreme
Court
Ruling:

~

When Mark and I decided to spend
the weekend at his mother's house,

JBfcSi^

i^^^^Jfc

Continued from page 5
Amendment protections. However,
student newspapers financed by
public schools (and not only those
as part of journalism instruction) are
subject to the ruling.
Other recent cases limiting
student rights have included an '85
ruling that allows the searching of
student lockers and purses, without
a warrant, if a school administrator
suspects that he or she possesses
drugs. Such students are thus not
fully protected, as adults are, by the
Fourth Amendment.
In '86, the court allowed the
suspension of a student who gave,
according to school officials, a
speech that was deemed offensive
during an assembly.
Mark Goodman, executive
director for the Student Press Law
Center in Washington, expressed his
reaction: "This is pretty frightening.
School newspapers are often the
only avenue young people have for
expressing their views, and this
opinion says school officials can cut
off that avenue whenever they
disagree with what students are
saying."

John Bowen, a journalism teacher

at Ohio's Lakewooh High School,

said that "We're going to have a lot
of uninformed teenagers if their own
newspapers can't write about sex
and drugs."
According to Ivan Cluckman,
counsel for the National Association
of Secondary School Principals in
Reston, Virginia, most schools do
not want to censor student
publications, but that "they are
responsible for what comes out in
the newspaper."
Information for this article was
compiled by the writer from
materials appearing in The Boston
Globe, Newsweek, and U.S. News
and World Report.
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Vice President for Administration named
John T. Driscoll, Chairman

of the
Massachusetts Turnpike Authority
since 1964, has been named Vice
President for Administration at
Boston College.
his
Driscoll
concluded
chairmanship of the Turnpike
Authority on December 31, and will
assume his new duties at BC on
February 15.
Driscoll's areas of responsibility
will encompass the university's
extensiveprograms of construction
management, and he will have
the
oversight
major,
of
university-wide services that support
the academic mission of the
university.

These include effective services of
the university's $160 million
campus, its security, bookstores,
dining services, and other university
functions.
The position of vice president for
administration was created last fall
by the university, and was
necessitated by the expansion of the
university's financial structure and
its increasing need for services in
recent years.

According to Rev. J. Donald
Monan, SJ, president of Boston
college, who announced the
appointment, "John Driscoll brings
the perfect combination of
managerial expertise, personal
qualities, and experienceto our new
vice presidency for administration."
He continued, "John's successful
record as chairman of the

Massachusetts Turnpike Authority
won him a form of professional and
personal respect that makes him a
most welcome addition to the
administrative leadership of the
university."
"Growth and change take place
so organically in a university that
they are almost imperceptible," Fr.
Monan continued. "Over the past
15 years, some of the most favorable
changes have taken place in the
growing financial structure of the
university, and in the volume and
diversity of the services needed on
the part of increasing residents and
staff on a changing campus."
"The creation of the new vice
presidency will assure effective
direction and management of some
of the most diversified and rapidly
changing areas within the
university."
Driscoll, 62, became chairman of
the Turnpike Authority in 1964. The
Authority operates 135 miles of the
Massachusetts Turnpike and the
Boston Extension, as well as the
Summer and Callahan Tunnels. In
1987, the Authority's estimated
revenues were $110 million.
Prior to joining the Turnpike
Authority, Driscoll served as
treasurer and receiver-general of the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts
from 1961-64. From 1955-60, he

H. Kaplan.
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COLLEGE
GRADUATESAIM HIGH.
Gef your career

off to a flying

starf! Attend Air
Force Officer
Training School,
earn a commission and begin a
rewarding career.
The Air Force
offers you good
pay, complefe
medical care
and much more.
Call
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Make plans to attend CareerTrak'BB, a unique college recruitment conference, where you'll have the
opportunity to meet and interview with hiring representatives from:

McDonnell Douglas
Procter & Gamble
Eastman Kodak
Warner-Lambert
Honeywell
Arco Chemical
New York Telephone
Armco R&D Division
US Sprint
Parke-Davis

Automatic Data Processing

\u25a0

Security Capital Corporation

MetropolitanLife

MONY Financial Services
Chubb&Son
People's Bank

Blue Cross & Blue Shield-NJ
American International Group

Federal Bureau of Investigation
NavalAir Engineering Center

Central Intelligence Agency
Federal Home Mortgage Assoc.
Internal Revenue Service
Defense Logistics Agency
National Oceanic & Atmospheric
Administration
US Environ Protection Agency
SHo, Inc.
Crum & Forster
Connecticut Bank & Trust
Insurance Services Office

Mass Mutual Insurance
Connecticut National Bank
Utica National Insurance
Sky Chefs
MetPath, Inc.
UArcy Masius Benton & Bowles
Warren Gorham & Lamont
Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection
& Insurance
W.W. Grainger. Inc.
Emest & Julio Gallo Winery
American President Companies
Yale University R&D

These companies represent over 2,000 openings and seek seniors from the following disciplines:
Engineering:

Computer Science

Liberal Arts

Actuarial Science

Q>

Electrical
Mechanical
Chemical

MIS
Business Administration

Communications
Public Relations

Math
Statistics

/7

Aerospace

Accounting
Marketing

Industrial

Economics

Manufacturing

Finance/Banking
Insurance
Management

Journalism
English
Languages
Publishing
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Electronic

Physics
Chemistry
Biology
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Be In New York This February 17 & 18,1988

Salomon Brothers
The Prudential
Barclays Bank
The Equitable
The Bank of New York
Aetna Life & Casualty
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Seniors
Expand Your Career Horizons...

AT&T
Xerox Corporation
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Boston 266-TEST
Cambridge 868-TEST
Newton Centre 964-TEST
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KAPLAN I

3 out of 5 Pre-Meds take Kaplan.
Shouldn't you? Classes starting
now for April exam.

Driscoll has had a close affiliation
with BC in past years. In 1949 he
graduated from BC with a BS in
economics, and from 1980-81 he
served as president of the Boston
College Alumni Association, in

Hf^
B^>
B^f
B/y
Bf>

*

STANLEY H.KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.
DON'T COMPETE WITH
AKAPLAN STUDENT-BE ONE

1981, he was awarded an honorary
He is past president of the
Doctor of Humane Letters degree International Bridge, Tunnel, and
from Suffolk University.
Turnpike Association (Washington,
He is currently a director of DC) and the Clover Club of Boston;
Baybank Middlesex, and vice past chairman of the American
chairman and trustee of St. Cancer Crusade for Massachusetts;
Elizabeth's Hospital in Brighton. He and past member of the
also serves as an officer of the Metropolitan Area Planning Council
Knight of the Holy Sepulchre, vice and the JFK Library Building
president of the Greater Boston Committee.
Chamber of Commerce, ai"|d a
Driscoll is married, the father 01
member of the Massachusetts
seven, and lives in Milton.
Legislators Association.

\

m.
NEED TO
DOCTOR YOUR |
MCAT SCORE? B§
If your MCAT score needs a
shot in the arm, cometo the
experts in test preparation?
Stanley
Our test-taking techniques
and educational review will
help you be in top condition
test day We'll not only sharpen
your scientifie knowledge, but
your reading, problem-solving,
and essay-writing skills too.
Summer courses are registering now. So call the best in
test prep?Kaplan. And get an
MCAT score that you deserve.

served in the Massachusetts House
of Representatives, as a member of
the House Committee on
Transportation and as chairman of
the House Committee on Taxation
from 1957-60.

Please send your resume to CareerTrak'BB, P.O. Box 1852, New Haven, CT06508, no later than
Feb. 4. Your resume will be reviewed based on academic achievement, work experience,
and leadership ability, and all eligible students will receive an invitation to CareerTrak'BB. Exciting
premiums will be offered along with complimentary lunches and discounted Amtrak fares and hotel
accommodations. Of course, there is no charge of any kind to you!
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Customer Service
Representatives (Tellers)
Part-Time, Flexible Schedules
These are key positions in our organization which can
provide you with extra income and the opportunity to
gain exposure to banking and financial services.
What Bayßank Middlesex can offer you:
?
?

?

?

?

?

Convenient work locations.
Flexible schedules, with extra hours available during
school breaks.
Summer vacation positions from Springfield to
Cape Cod.
Salaries from $6.13/ hour.
Outstanding benefits (if you work 20 hours or more
a week).
Background that'll look great on your resume.

To learn more, contact Chris O'Keeffe at 894-2175.

Bayßank Middlesex
NOBODY DOES IT BETTER?
I

*

An Affirmative Action Employer

/>y*
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PIRG discusses water policy, point drive
MassPIRG T.A.P. Water

Campaign
Thanks in part to the advocacy of
the Boston College chapter of the
Massachusetts Public Interest
Research Group (MassPIRG),
residents of the Commonwealth will
soon have a much better idea of the
level of toxic contamination in the
water they drink.
On December 29, 1987, the
Massachusetts Legislature passed a
MassPIRG sponsored bill to require
the state to comprehensively test
community water supplies for
contaminants.
Throughout last semester, students
involved in BCPIRG's T.A.P. Water
(Testing Against Pollutants in Water)
Campaign lobbied legislators, wrote
letters, and educated citizens to
support the Drinking Water Testing
Bill.
The new law, signed by Govenor
Dukakis shortly after its passage,
requires the state's Department of

Environmental Quality Engineering
(DEQE) totest all community water
supplies for 60-100 contaminants
within two years, and to inform the
public about the results.
"Before our bill passed, the state
had been required to test for 22 of
the hundreds of contaminants that
are commonly found in our water
supplies," explained Senior Tom
Hucker, who had been helping to
coordinate the statewide campaign.
He continued, "But now
Massachusetts residents will soon
benifit from some of the most
comprehensive water testing in the
nation."
Under the federal Safe Drinking
the
1986,
Water Act of

The MassPIRG sponsored law,
aims to provide
communities with even more
complete testing results by January
1, 1990.
To promote the bill's passage,
students involved in BCPIRG's T.A.P.
Water Campaign held a Toxics
Awareness Day on campus in
September.

however,

They also traveled to Milton and
Dorchester to collect letters and
postcards in support of the bill from
constituents of Reps. M. Joseph
Manning and W Paul White, key
local players in the bill's passage.
They delivered the letters and
postcards to the legislators' State
Environmental Protection Agency House offices during a statewide
(EPA) will begin phasing in lobby held on October 22, 1987.
testing
comprehensive
of
community water supplies in 1989.
However, the federal program will Mass PIRG Point Drive
not test for the law's entire list of 83
Acting on the holiday spirit of
chemicals commonly found in
community water supplies until Boston College studednts, members
1993 or later.
of MassPIRG collected unused
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dining service points between
December 2-5, 1987.
During the fundraiser, over $1500
was raised by the members of the
BCPIRG Hunger Committee.
Twenty million Americans suffer
from hunger every year, including
twenty percent of the children in the
United States.
This problem is especially evident
in the Boston area, where poor
families often face a decision
between heating and eating.
To alleviate local hunger, the
BCPIRG Hunger Campaign raised
nearly $2000 during several
fundraisers last semester. Proceeds
from the point drive were donated
to the Women's Lunch Place and
Project Bread.
While money raised from earlier
events benefited the Pine Street Inn.

wants YOU!!!
News Meeting every Sunday at 7pm

The Heights
,

IS

«*'

In addition to these fundraisers,
the Hunger Campaign conducted a
canned food drive during the last
week of the semester. At least fifteen
grocery bags ofnonperishables were
given to the Boston Food Bank,
which will distribute the food to
several food pantries.
This semester the hunger
campaign plans to continue its
fundraising work, as well as to
organize volunteer visits to local
soup kitchens.
MassPIRG also will begin
legislative advocacy this semester to
promote long-term solutions to the
hunger crisis.
Anyone interested in the Hunger
Campaign this semester is
encouraged to stop by the BCPIRG
office in McElroy 118 or to call
552-3515.

McElroy Lobby
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B.C. banking
reaches new Heights.
The Bayßank Card. The number one student choice. Whether you live on or off-campus, the
Bayßank Card offers you more places to get cash than any other bank card in Massachusetts. Use
your Card at four X-Press 24® automated tellers located at McElroy Commons (2), Stuart Hall,
and Walsh Dormitory.
You can get the Bayßank Card by opening any checking or NOW account, or a Bayßanks
Savings account. Come and meet our representatives at McElroy Commons on the following dates
and open your Bayßanks account:
11:30 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
January 25, 26
While opening your account, ask about direct <kyo«ii lor 80-ton College student employees.
If you are an undergraduate student who works at Boston College, you can have your paycheck
automatically deposited into the Bayßanks account of your choice. You can even qualify for a
reduced monthly service charge if you open a Bayßanks X-TRA Cheeking? account with direct
deposit.
And don't forget to sign up to win one of two $250 gift certificates to any store in the Chestnut
Hill Mall! Entry forms will be available on the dates and times listed above, and no purchase is necessary to enter.

Bayßank

9

Member FDIC
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Help Wanted
Desperately Seeking Sitter.

I

need

a warm, fun, responsible sitter two
afternoons a week to care for 3 and
7 year old boys. Near T in Newton.
Excellent salary. Call 965-5235.

Wanted Student to Houseclean one
floor home, one block from Robert's
Center. $6.00/hr. 4 hours needed,
one day per week. Call day/evening
566-7065.

Experienced babysitter needed for
our one year daughter mainly
weekend evenings, but some
weekday hours. Walking distance
from BC. Call evenings only

Urgent!!!! 2 male roommates
needed for Comm. Ave. apt. fully
furnished-less than 1 mile from BC.
Only $245/mo. including utilities.
Call Vin or Joe at 787-3016.
Female roommate needed to share
studio apt. with fireplace &
hardwood floors. Walking distance
to BC. $300 a month, heat included.
Call Jennifer 254-3283.
Services
Adoption: Happily married
physician and psychologist deeply
wish to adopt white newborn. Warm
family circle, love, opportunities!
Medical expenses paid. Legal,
confidential.
Call
collect
212-724-7942.
Improve

concentration

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.

the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you're
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713,
Clifton, NJ 07015. Or call toll free 1-800-US A-ARMY.
on

and

academic performance through
hypnosis. Student rates. James J.

Smith, M.A., L.C.S.W, certified
hypnotherapist. 2045 Comm. Ave.,
near BC, 739-7904.

the Heights

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

731-9180.

Helper Wanted: Mon., Tues. and
alternate Thurs. and Fri. from 4:306:30P. Duties include picking-up my
son (8) at the Chestnut Hill School
and driving him home. (LaGrange
St.) Good pay! Call 734-6088.
Baby Sitting Tuesdays 11:30am-5pm
for 3 and 5 year old girls in West
Newton. Driver's license necessary.
965-7372 or leave message at
424-1111.

Supervise 9 year old boy plus few
light chores. Mon., Wed.,3-spm.
Call
Tues., Thurs., 1-spm.
332-5728 after spm.
Part-time Childcare. For two
adorable and easy-going boys (age
2). Two or three/nornings per week
(your schedule). $6.00/hour. Call

965-0037.

Crimson Travel wants you as a
campus rep!!! Earn free travel and
extra money promoting trips on your
campus. Call person-to-person
collect to Pat at 548-6149.
Human Service Options, Inc. is
looking for experienced staff to
work in our established MR
Weymouth,
residences
in
Needham, Randolph, Quincy,
Stoneham, North Reading, and
Waltham. Part-time, full-time and
sleepover positions available for
qualified candidates. Many
programs accessible by MBTA.
Excellent salary, benefits and
training opportunities. For more
information, call Kimberly Upham
at Human Service Options, Inc.
770-1405.

Sportsminded Saleswoman needed
for spring semester. Part-time. Call
at once. Ski & Tennis Chalet,
Newton Centre. 964-0820.
Reliable Babysitter needed for 2
good natured children on M,W,F
afternoons. Job entails meeting one
child at he daycare near Cleveland
Circle and transporting her to our
home near BC. Pick-up time is 2:15
and I'll be home by 4:30. Must have
experience with children and,
obviously, having your own car is a
plus. $20 per day. Call 965-6667.
Babysitter Needed for 9 month and
5 year old for afternoons, evenings,
and weekends. Flexible hours, good
pay. Near BC. 969-6760.
Child care neededfor infant in
Newton Centre home, near T-stop.
Begin February. Flexible hours.
Salary negotiable. Previous
experience, references required.
332-7257.
Apartments/Roomates

Large private fireplaced room in
home, shared bath. Five minute
walk from BC. No smoking.
Laundry. Parking. Rent/Services
negotiable. Call nights 527-6701,
332-3188.

Available

Lovely,
Jan/88.
queen-sized furnished room plus
study. Semi-private bath. 2 blocks
from Center St. campus. Parking,
laundry privileges negotiable.
$80.-100. per week. Excellent
references required. Call 969-2576.
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Learn about a new breed of banker
when Bankers Trust Company visits
your campus this Spring.
NIGHT BEFORE PRESENTATION
Tuesday, January 26th
6:00 7:00 pm
McGuinn, sth Floor Lounge
-

Come

with our representatives
to find out about
"Merchant Banking?
The Bankers Trust Way."
meet

BankersTrust Company

,

Shaping the future in finance

;

30
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the

The

Data General

difference:
"It's three years' experience in one."

Heights

the
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Progofff's
Intensive Journal®
Life Context Workshop

COUNTER HELP
We are seeking individuals to work in our Cleveland Circle location. Enjoy:
flexible schedules
?
?
?

?

Stop smoking
Student rates.
M.A.,L.C.5.W.,
therapist. 2045
BC. 739-7904.

through hypnosis.

James J. Smith,

highly competitive starting rates
easy access to Green Line
excellent benefits for employees working 20 or more
hours/week, including vacation and paid holidays and sick days

February 6

For Sale
Zephyr 4-door, auto
Mercury
'81
transmission, 6 cylinders, AM/FM
radio, new tires. Runs well. Needs
body work. $1000 or B.Q 279-2071.
For sale: Modem for the MAC.
Better model than that sold by the
BC computer store for $280. Used
one semester for COBOL. $150.

Institute of Religious Education
31 Lawrence Ave.
(across from Mcguinn Hall)

?kiesc??k'n

<?

552

r~~

DON'T GET BURNED BY A

-
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Great jobs available now!

SPRINGBREAK PACKAGE!

254-0394.

7

For Information and Registration

Interested? Call Joe at 277-2492.
An t'C|U<>l opportunity employer.

certified hypnoComm. Ave., near

-

Is it true you can buy Jeeps for $44
through the US government? Get the
facts today! Call 1-312-742-1142, ext.

Tf you

loveMs

5882.
(

1980 Honda Accord, 5 speed, 4
doors. New high performance
carburetor, tires & brakes. Excellent
condition inside and out. Superb
running. Asking only $2965. or 80.
Call 558-9374.
For Sale: Yamaha Acoustical Guitar
$125 with case. Perfect condition.
Never been used. Call jean at
782-3711 or 552-3512.
Lost and Found
Lost: Black dual cassette radio The
cover to the right tape player is
missing. I last had it on Thomas
More Dr. in back of Walsh. If you
know where it is, please call Deanne
at 254-2833.

Absolute lowest prices, Pictures and Map of
location of accommodations available, we've
been there, we know!!!

ZSQQ&"

you

and you have childcare experience, some weekday
mornings or afternoons free and excellent references,
yon can earn $5 $7 an hour babysitting.
-

Contact: Karen
?

&

Diane 558

-

9101

Hurry!! Trips are going fast!!!

'BmtfcinAnneh,lhc.
Call Joy at

?

739-KIDS

.
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Every Sunday

|
EAST
TOURNAMENT j

!

pm

McElroy Lobby
'DGDDDDDDDUaaDDDDDqi
D DOMESTIC & INTERNATIONAL a
D
AIR, BUS & STEAMSIP
\u25a1
\u25a1

S°
°

RESERVATIONS

\u25a1
\u25a1
TOURS«CRUISES«HOTELS«
RESORTS-SALES INCENTIVE \°u25a1
TRIPS-HONEY MOON TRIPS

EVERYWHERE

\u25a1

5 Cleveland Circle

c
£
°

Zravel, inc.

336 Chestnut Hill Ave.

°

BROOKLINE

D

734

-

2350

{
WHAT:
X WHAT:

?

?

BC Students
We will service all
your travel needs
NOW!

m

? WHERE AND

a 2 WHEN:

\u25a1

Ha

3 ON 3 HALF-COURT BASKETBALL, SINGLE-ELIMINATION
ANY UNDERGRADUATE, GRADUATE STUDENT, OR EMPLOYEE OF
BOSTON COLLEGE WHO HAS NEVER PARTICIPATED IN INTERCOLLEGIATE BASKETBALL.
TWO DIVISIONS, MEN'S AND WOMEN'S.

PRELIMINARY ROUNDS

THURSDAY, FEB. 4, 1988
WILLIAM J. FLYNN
RECREATION COMPLEX

?

?

5:00-11:00pm

D ?

a ?

D

2m
?

iHSi

?
?

?

?

HOW TO ENTER:

?

?

J
?

FEE:

Z

DONT DELAY

INFORMATION AND RESERVATIONS

-800-321 5 911 m

;

2
#

#

1

T

2
X
#

PRE?REGISTRATION AT 4pn#
CHAMPIONSHIPS
SATURDAY, FEB 6, 1988
7
BOSTON GARDEN
#
?
HALF-TIME OF
?
BC VS VILLANOVA
MEN'S BASKETBALL GAME ?
REGISTER YOUR TEAM OF 4 PLAYERS AT THE FLYNN RECREATION ?
COMPLEX INTRAMURAL OFFICE BETWEEN TUESDAY, JAN 19 AND ?
FRIDAY, JAN 29. INTRAMURAL OFFICE HOURS ARE MONDAY FRI- ?
DAY, 10am 9pm. ENTRIES LIMITED TO 32 MEN'S AND 32 WOMEN'S ?
TEAMS SIGN UP EARLY!
£
-

REGISTRATION

X?

T

-

?
?

?

-

1

TOIL FREE SPRING BREAK

/^CSN*
(ffY);

pm LITTLE {gf^i

News
Meeting
at 7;00

BOSTON COLLEGE
INTRAMURAL

PRIZES:

?

$15.00 PER TEAM, NON REFUNDABLE
FEE MUST ACCOMPANY REGISTRATION FORM
FEE INCLUDES "LITTLE EAST" TOURNAMENT T-SHIRTS FOR ALL
TEAM MEMBERS.
FOR EACH ROUND OF WINNERS PROVIDED BY BC INTRAMURALS
-

?

1

T

0
?
?

-

?

STOP BY OR CALL THE INTRAMURAL OFFICE FOR MORE INFORMATION. 552

-

4783

?
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EAGLE'S EYE OF BOSTON COL EGE

Programming for the week of
January 25, 1988.

Thursday
Monday
28
25 Wednesday
27
7-10 pm 'Hair'

auditions Lyons
,

423. Sponsored by Contemporary
Theatre (Catni Lanno 558-8963,
Melissa White 277-9150).
10 pm Catholic Mass Barat Jesuit
Community.
,

5 pm Activities Funding Committee,
McElroy 141. (Tony Varona x4822).
7 10 pm 'Hair' auditions Lyons

5:30-7:30 pm Spaghetti Dinner
Murray House. $2. (Tony Varona

423. Sponsored by Contemporary
Theatre (Catni Lanno 558-8963,
Melissa White 277-9150).
7:30 pm Senior Retreat Walsh Bth
floor lounge. Meeting for those
interested in the Senior Retreat,
scheduled February 5-7. (Fr.

7-11 pm Special Guest Bernard

,

x8461).

-

,

Braunreuther, S.J. x3475).

10 pm Catholic Mass St. Joseph's
,

Chapel, Gonzaga Basement.

UGBC Comedy Competition, Lyons
Cafe.
10 am 6 pm Nursing Expo '88
Faneuil Hall Rotunda, Boston.
(Contact Mary Caccavo 3430).
12 noon- 1 pm 'AIDS, Sex and
Cushing Student
Drugs' film
Lounge Room 137. Dr. Arnold
Mazur of B.C. Health Services will
lead discussion. (June Leeming
-

,

x

,

Tuesday

x3220).

3-4 pm Junior Year Abroad visiting
representative
Gasson 102.
(Contact Peggy White 3830).
,

x

the Heights

Cardinal Law, Cushing Auditorium.
Sponsored by the Pro-Life Coalition,
(contact Ann Kelleher).
pm
McElroy
7:30-10:30
Coffeehouse, McElroy Cafe. Free
student entertainment in a relaxed
atmosphere. This week: Voices of
Imani and B.C. Bop! Desserts and
beverages available. (Greg/Maureen

7:30 & 10 pm The Untouchables,
McGuinn Auditorium. Free with
B.C. I.D.
8 pm New York Concert

Vladimir Zaitsev, Robsham Theater.
Free concert featuring selections
from Chopin and Schumann.
Sponsored by Musical Guild (Lisa
Miyashiro).
Pool Tournament, O'Connell

7 pm The Untouchables, Barry Arts
Pavilion, Newton. Free with B.C. I.D.
10 pm

Saturday

Hillsides Mass/Food

558-9187).

Monday

7:30 & 10 pm The Untouchables
McGuinn Auditorium. Free with
B.C. I.D.

,

1

8 pm Women's Music Series
Robsham Theatre. (For information,
call 552-3784).
,

6 Bpm Intercultural Cafe, McElroy
Cafe. Exotic coffees, desserts and
hors d'oeuvres with music from
around the world. Sponsored by the
Slavic Klub. (x8005).
10 pm Catholic Mass Manresa
House (Fr. Paul Carrier, S.J. x£44o).
?

10 am

-

6 pm Nursing Expo '88

,

Faneuil Hall Rotunda, Boston.
(Contact Mary Caccavo 3430).
3:30-4:30 pm Junior Year Abroad
visiting representative, Gasson 102.
(Contact Peggy White 3830).

x

x

,

29

8:30-10:30

pm
Saturday
Coffeehouse featuring comedian
Joey Koehler, McElroy Cafe.
'Clue.' O'Connell House.

4;30-5:30 pm

,

11:30 am &3 pm Rosary, St. Mary's
Chapel.

&

Clothing Drive, Hillsides A-Lounge.
On the LAST SUNDAY of every
month, the resident staff will
sponsor this joint event, with
donations going to serve the needy
of Boston. (Catherine Nowak

30

St. Joseph's
Chapel, Gonzaga Basement.
,

Friday

Sunday
31

House.

x4822).

10 pm Catholic Mass

Pianist,

'Strategies for
Negotiating Job Offers'
SOM
Honors Common. (Career Center,
Marilyn Morgan x3435).
,

NEW Boston College Arts Hot-Line: 55Z-4000.
Call for information on up-coming cultural events

NOTE: CLUB LEADERS, PLEASE CHECK VOUR MAILBOXES
DAILy (QD.SD, McELROy m).

To list an event in the Eagles Eye, submit a completed entry form to Jane
Brockmann, QD.SD, McElroy m Entries are due Tuesday the week before
the scheduled event

